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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
AL CEA. an individual; and LAURA CEA, 
an individual, 
Plaintiffs/Petitioners, 
vs. 
ATC MARKETING, L.L.C. D/B/A 
AMERICAN TIMBERCRAFT, a Utah 
limited liability company; 18 PLUS, 
L.L.C, a Utah limited liability company; 
MODULAR MANUFACTURING, L.L.C, 
a Utah limited liability company; 
INVESTORS COLLABORATIVE, L.L.C, 
a Utah limited liability company; JOHN A. 
NIPKO, individually and doing business as 
ATC MARKETING, L.L.C. D/B/A 
AMERICAN TIMBERCRAFT; MIKE 
NYBORG, individually and doing business 
as ATC MARKETING, L.L.C. D/B/A 
AMERICAN TIMBERCRAFT and 18 
PLUS, L.L.C; JEFFREY PEACOCK, 
individually and doing business as 
MODULAR MANUFACTURING, L.L.C. 
and INVESTORS COLLABORATIVE, 
L.L.C; ROGER HOFFMAN, individually 
and doing business as MODULAR 
MANUFACTURING, L.L.C. and 
INVESTORS COLLABORATIVE, L.L.C; 
RICK KOERBER, individually and doing 
business as MODULAR 
MANUFACTURING, L.L.C. and 
INVESTORS COLLABORATIVE, L.L.C; 
and DOES 1-20, inclusive, 
Defendants/Respondents. 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78A-4-103(2)(j) as this 
case was transferred to this Court from the Supreme Court of Utah. Original appellate 
jurisdiction was proper in the Supreme Court of Utah pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78A-
3-102(3)(j) because this is an appeal from the orders, judgments, and decrees of a court of 
record over which this Court did not have original appellate jurisdiction. 
ISSUES PRESENTED AND PRESERVATION BELOW 
1. Whether the district court erred in concluding that no issues of material fact 
exist as to whether defendants/respondents Modular Manufacturing, L.L.C. ("Modular") 
and Investors Collaborative, L.L.C. ("Investors") breached their contractual obligations, 
engaged in fraud, or made negligent misrepresentations, when Modular—and Investors as 
a controlling member of Modular—assumed the responsibilities of defendant/respondent 
ATC Marketing, L.L.C. ("ATC") (doing business as American Timbercraft), represented 
as much to plaintiffs/petitioners Al Cea and Laura Cea (collectively, the "Ceas"), and 
failed or refused to perform said obligations? 
2. Whether the district court erred in concluding that no issues of material fact 
exist as to whether defendant/respondent Roger Hoffman ("Hoffman") could be 
personally liable, whether the letter written on behalf of Modular and delivered to the 
Ceas could constitute an offer or guarantee, whether the letter lacks consideration, and 
whether there is evidence of misrepresentations, breach of contract, or fraud on the part 
of Hoffman, when Hoffman was personally actively involved in the acquisition of ATC 
1 Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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by Modular and in the management of Modular, and when Hoffman personally 
authorized the letter sent on behalf of Modular to the Ceas? 
3. Whether the district court erred in granting summary judgment to 
defendants/respondents, Modular, Investors, and Hoffman, while factual discovery was 
not yet complete and the Ceas had submitted formal discovery requests to obtain 
evidence relating to the genuine issues of material fact that exist in this case? 
4. Whether the district court erred in issuing memorandum decisions which 
violate Rule 56(d) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure by failing to specify the 
uncontroverted facts in this case, relying on conclusory statements, lacking specificity, 
and failing to include a written statement of the grounds for the court's decision? 
5. Whether the district court erred in signing the proposed orders prepared by 
counsel for defendants/respondents, Modular, Investors, and Hoffman, when those orders 
violate Rule 7(f)(2) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure for failure to conform to the 
court's memorandum decisions. 
These issues were preserved below, to the extent possible, in the Ceas' opposition 
to the Respondents' motions for summary judgment, at oral argument on those motions, 
and in the Ceas' objections to the form of orders prepared by counsel for Respondents 
relating to the district court's granting summary judgment in favor of Respondents. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Appellate courts in Utah "review a district court's decision to grant summary 
judgment for correctness, granting no deference to the district court's conclusions, and 
[they] view the facts and all reasonable inferences in the light most favorable to the 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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nonmoving party." Bodell Constr. Co. v. Robbins, 2009 UT 52,1J16, 215 P.3d 933 (citing 
Arnold Indus., Inc. v. Love, 2002 UT 133, 1j 11, 63 P.3d 721). The appellate court 
determines "only whether the [district] court erred in applying the governing law and 
whether the [district] court correctly held that there were no disputed issues of material 
fact/' Salt Lake County v. HoUiday Water Co., 2010 UT 45, \ 14, 234 P.3d 1105 (quoting 
Kouris v. Utah Highway Patrol, 2003 UT 19, \ 5, 70 P.3d 72). 
The appellate courts review of questions of law for correctness, granting no 
deference to the district court's rulings. Workman v. Brighton Props., Inc., 1999 UT 305 
Tl 2, 976 P.2d 1209 (summary judgment reviewed for correctness); Fibro Trust, Inc. v. 
Brahman Fin., Inc., 1999 UT 13, U 19, 974 P.2d 288 (proper application of law reviewed 
for correctness). 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
I. NATURE OF THE CASE, COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS, AND 
DISPOSITION BELOW 
This case concerns a purchase agreement dated June 75 2006 (the "Purchase 
Agreement") between the Ceas and ATC, pursuant to which the Ceas paid $172,112.00 
as a deposit for a modular home. (Addendum Ex. 1; R. 29-38.) The Purchase Agreement 
and the Ceas' deposit were assumed by and assigned to Modular, an entity majority 
owned and controlled by Investors. (Addendum Ex. 2; R. 42.) ATC and Modular, as 
assignee of ATC's obligations, failed and/or refused to satisfy their obligations under the 
Purchase Agreement. (R. 4-9, 13-21.) This default on the part of Modular occurred 
despite the material representations contained in a letter authorized by Hoffman that was 
3 Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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sent on behalf of Modular to the Ceas which stated that Modular would fully perform 
ATC's obligations under the Purchase Agreement for the same price and with the same 
specifications as specified in the Purchase Agreement. (Addendum Ex. 2; R. 42.) This 
letter from Modular to the Ceas (the "Letter") also provided an alternative offer to the 
Ceas: that if the Ceas did not want Modular to perform in ATC's stead, the Ceas could 
opt to have their previously paid deposit refunded in full. (Addendum Ex. 2; R. 42.) 
The Ceas first responded to the Letter on March 22, 2007, by faxing a letter to 
Hoffman and defendant Jeffrey Peacock ("Peacock"), stating that the Ceas desired to 
have their modular home completed and would accept Modular's performance in lieu of 
ATC's. (R. 1038, 1126-27.) Modular failed to respond or otherwise attempt to 
communicate with the Ceas regarding the Ceas' acceptance of Modular's assumption of 
ATC's obligations. (R. 6, 13-16.) Having received no response, the Ceas faxed a second 
letter to Hoffman and to defendant Rick Koerber ("Koerber") on March 29, 2007, stating 
that the Ceas would accept Modular's alternative offer: to refund in full the Ceas' 
previously paid deposit for their modular home. (R. 1038, 1129.) 
Modular has failed and/or refused to satisfy the obligations of ATC under the 
Purchase Agreement which were assumed by and assigned to Modular. (R. 6, 13-16.) 
Modular has further failed and/or refused to refund the deposit paid by the Ceas pursuant 
to that agreement. (R. 6, 13-16.) 
In February 2008, the Ceas filed a complaint in Utah State Court naming, among 
others, Modular, Investors, and Hoffman (collectively "Respondents") as defendants. (R. 
1-47.) In December 2009, Respondents each moved for summary judgment, which the 
4 
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Ceas opposed. (R. 730-779, 829-1268.) Following a hearing, the District Court issued 
two memorandum decisions (the "Memorandum Decisions") on August 19, 2010. 
(Addendum Exs. 3-4; R. 1685-90.) One of the two Memorandum Decisions was titled, 
"Memorandum Decision Re: Defendant Hoffman." (Addendum Ex. 3; R. 1685-87.) The 
other of the two Memorandum Decisions was titled. "Memorandum Decision Re: 
Modular Manufacturing LLC and Investors Collaborative LLC.'5 (Addendum Ex. 4; R. 
1688-90.) The Memorandum Decisions granted summary judgment in favor of 
Respondents, and against the Ceas. (Addendum Exs. 3-4; R. 1685-90.) The District 
Court granted these motions for summary judgment despite the fact that genuine issues of 
material fact exist and the Ceas were awaiting resolution of their motion to compel 
discovery involving these Respondents which would produce evidence in support of the 
Ceas' factual assertions and arguments. 
On September 10, 2010, the Ceas timely filed their Petitions for Permission to 
Appeal the interlocutory orders. (R. 1719-24.) The Supreme Court of Utah transferred 
this matter to this Court on September 28, 2010. (R. 1743-44.) This Court granted the 
Ceas' Petitions for Permission to Appeal on October 26, 2010, and on October 28, 2010 
this Court consolidated the Ceas Petitions into this appeal. (R. 1825-27, 1831.) 
In the mean time, counsel for Respondents prepared orders for the district court. 
(Addendum Exs. 5-6; R. 1733-42.) Those orders (the "Orders"), while purportedly based 
upon the Memorandum Decisions, did not conform to the court's decisions as required by 
Rule 7(f)(2) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Specifically, the Orders added 
statements of the grounds upon which the court's decisions were based, descriptions of 
5 
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allegedly undisputed facts, statements regarding the Ceas5 Motion to Compel which was 
scheduled for a hearing but which was never heard, and included an award of attorney's 
fees. (Addendum Exs. 3-6; R. 1685-90, 1733-42.) None of these statements and awards 
contained in the Orders were found in the Memorandum Decisions. The Ceas therefore 
timely objected to the form of the Orders. (R. 1694-1705.) The district court, however, 
signed the proposed orders, omitting only the most egregious portions of the non-
conforming orders, despite the fact the Orders violate Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. (Addendum Exs. 5-6; R. 1733-42.) 
II. FACTS RELEVANT TO ISSUES PRESENTED ON APPEAL 
The Ceas paid ATC $172,112.00 as a deposit (the "Deposit") for a modular home, 
pursuant to the Purchase Agreement dated June 7, 2006. (Addendum Ex. 1; R. 7, 8, 14, 
29-38, 45.) Thereafter, Modular, which was formed by Investors, entered into one or 
more agreements ('Acquisition Agreements") with ATC. (Addendum Ex. 7; R. 1451-
63.) Under those agreements, Modular acquired ATC's assets and certain liabilities, 
assuming "all work in progress and pending orders." (Addendum Exs. 2, 7; R. 42, 1451-
63.) Those agreements were drafted and signed on behalf of Modular by Hoffman, who 
testified that the Acquisition Agreements constituted an assumption of the liability and 
acceptance of the obligation owed to the Ceas. (Addendum Ex. 7; R. 1451-63, 1465-66.) 
Modular sent a letter to the Ceas (the "Letter") wherein Modular offered to 
complete the Ceas' order for the same price and specifications as in the Purchase 
Agreement. (Addendum Exs. 1, 2; R. 29-38, 42.) Alternatively, Modular offered to 
refund the Deposit if the Ceas did not want Modular to complete their order. (Addendum 
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Ex. 2; R. 42.) The Ceas accepted the offer to have Modular complete their order by 
faxing a letter to Hoffman and Peacock on March 22, 2007. (R. 1038, 1126-27.) After 
receiving no response, they then faxed a letter to Hoffman and Koerber on March 29, 
2007 seeking a refund of the Deposit. (R. 1038, 1129.) Modular never responded and the 
Ceas never received their home or Deposit. (R. 6, 13-16.) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
The district court erred by granting summary judgment in favor of Respondents 
because genuine issues of material fact exist, the moving parties are not entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law, discovery was not yet complete, and the Memorandum 
Decisions lack necessary details, analysis, and findings of fact. The district court further 
erred in signing proposed orders which violate Rule 7(f)(2) of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
Several genuine issues of material fact exist, which make summary judgment in 
favor of the Respondents improper. Specifically, genuine issues of material fact exist as 
to Hoffman's relationship with Modular; whether the Letter constituted one or more 
offers which were accepted by the Ceas, whether the Letter was supported by adequate 
consideration; whether Hoffman could be personally liable for the representations made 
in the Letter; whether Modular and/or Investors are contractually obligated to the Ceas; 
whether the Letter was sufficiently certain and definite to provide the basis for a contract 
between the Ceas and Respondents; and whether there was any fraudulent or negligent 
misrepresentation on the part of the Respondents in their communications with the Ceas. 
These numerous and substantial genuine issues of material fact cannot be decided as a 
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matter of law. The district court therefore erred in granting summary judgment in favor 
of Respondents while genuine issues of material fact remain. 
Further, summary judgment was improper because the parties have not yet 
completed factual discovery. Importantly, the Ceas submitted several formal discovery 
requests to gather evidence in support of their arguments pertaining to several of the 
outstanding genuine issues of material fact in this case. The Ceas' formal discovery 
requests were not adequately responded to by Respondents. The Ceas moved to compel 
Respondents to adequately respond to the Ceas' discovery requests. The district court 
was aware of the Ceas' pending motion to compel discovery at the time of the hearing on 
Respondents' motions for summary judgment. The Ceas obtained a hearing date on their 
motion to compel before the district court issued the decisions granting summary 
judgment in favor of Respondents. The district court thus granted summary judgment in 
favor of Respondents knowing that factual discovery on these matters is not yet complete. 
The district court thus erred in granting summary judgment in favor of Respondents. 
Additionally, the district court's Memorandum Decisions violate Rule 56(d) of the 
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. The Memorandum Decisions fail to specify the 
uncontroverted facts in this case, provide only conclusory statements, and lack 
specificity. The memorandum decision granting summary judgment in favor of Modular 
and Investors states only that there are no disputes as to material facts. The memorandum 
decision granting summary judgment in favor of Hoffman fails to even state that there are 
no disputes as to material facts. Further, the Memorandum Decisions violate Rule 52(d) 
8 
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of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure by failing to include a written statement of the 
grounds for the court's decision. 
Finally, the district court's Orders violate Rule 7(f)(2) of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure because the Orders do not conform to the court's Memorandum Decisions. 
The Orders, prepared by counsel for Respondents, provided statements of the basis upon 
which the court's decisions were based, provided statements of allegedly undisputed 
facts, contained statements dismissing the Ceas' Motion to Compel factual discovery 
which was still pending before the court, and included an award of attorney's fees. None 
of these statements, descriptions, or awards can be found in the Memorandum Decisions, 
but were concocted by counsel for Respondent without basis. The Ceas timely objected 
to the form of the Orders, but the district court signed those Orders, redacting the most 
egregious portions but failing to address the remainder of the Ceas' objections pertaining 
to the Orders. 
For these reasons, the orders of the district court granting summary judgment in 
favor of Respondents should be vacated and remanded for completion of factual 
discovery and further proceedings. 
ARGUMENT 
The district court erred by granting summary judgment in favor of Respondents 
because genuine issues of material fact exist, the moving parties are not entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law, discovery was not yet complete when summary judgment 
was granted, and the Memorandum Decisions lack necessary details, analysis, and 
findings of fact. The district court's orders granting summary judgment in favor of 
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Respondents should also be vacated on grounds that the orders violate Rule 7(f)(2) of the 
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
I. Summary Judgment was Improper Because Genuine Issues of Material 
Fact Exist 
The Utah Supreme Court has held, "Summary judgment is appropriate only when 
there is no genuine issue of material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a 
matter of law." JHC Health Servs., Inc. v. D &KMgmt.} Inc., 2008 UT 36, U 15, 606 
Utah Adv. Rep. 28; Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c). "[A] court in considering a motion for 
summary judgment must view the facts and inferences . . . in the light most favorable to 
the party moved against." W. M. Barnes Co. v. Sohio Natural Resources Co.. 627 P.2d 
56, 59 (Utah 1981) (citations omitted). "A genuine issue of fact exists where, on the 
basis of the facts in the record, reasonable minds could differ on any material issue." Ron 
Shepherd Ins. v. Shields, 882 P.2d 650, 655 (Utah 1994) (quoting Jackson v. Dabney, 645 
P.2d 613, 615 (Utah 1982)) (internal quotations omitted). Genuine issues of material 
facts exist in this case, making summary judgment improper. 
A. A Genuine Issue of Material Fact Exists as to Hoffman's 
Relationship and Liability With Regards to Modular 
The first genuine issue is whether Hoffman was a mere agent of Modular or 
whether Hoffman had a more substantial relationship with Modular that would impose 
personal liability upon him for his actions. Whether an agency relationship exists is 
generally an issue of fact. Mecham v. Consol. Oil & Transp., 2002 UT App 251, ^ 8, 53 
P.3d479 (quoting Valcarce v. Fitzgerald, 961 P.2d 305, 314 (Utah 1998)). Only if "the 
agent's authority is undisputed, or different reasonable logical inferences may not be 
i n 
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drawn therefrom" does the question of whether an agency relationship exists become a 
matter of law. See id. (quoting 3 Am. Jur. 2d Agency^ 373, at 891-92 (2000)). In the case 
at bar, Hoffman's role as an "agent" of Modular is disputed and different logical 
inferences may be drawn from the facts of this case. Thus, there exists a genuine issue of 
materia] fact which could not be determined as a matter of law. 
Specifically, the following facts are in dispute which are relevant to the issue of 
whether Hoffman was an agent of Modular or not. Respondents claim Modular never 
made any distributions, Hoffman never received any distributions from Modular, 
Hoffman is not a member of Modular, and Hoffman did not assume to act for Modular 
with respect to the purported distributions. (R. 1260-62.) The Ceas contest these facts, 
arguing that Modular did in fact make distributions, that such distributions were made 
while Modular was insolvent, and that Hoffman played a substantia] role in Modular's 
decision to make those insolvent distributions. (R. 1040-43.) Accordingly, the Ceas 
argue Hoffman is not merely an agent of Modular, but rather should be held personally 
liable for his and Modular's actions as a "person[] who assume[d] to act as a company 
without complying with [the Utah Revised Limited Liability Company Act]." UTAH 
CODE ANN. §48-2c-602. 
During discovery, the Ceas attempted to obtain production of documents and 
responses to interrogatories regarding Hoffman's role with Modular and Investors, as 
well as any and all distributions made by Modular and Investors. (R. 1499-1517.) Such 
requests, however, were never fully responded to. (R. 1499-1517.) In March 2010, the 
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Ceas filed a Motion to Compel in the district court, seeking to compel adequate responses 
to the Ceas'discovery requests. (R. 1499-1517.) 
A date was set for hearing of oral arguments on the Ceas' motion to compel on 
October 26, 2010. (R. 1682-83.) The Memorandum Decisions were issued, granting 
summary judgment in favor of Respondents, while the Ceas5 motion to compel was still 
pending before the court. The disctrict court was made aware of the pending motion to 
compel and the fact that discovery was not yet completed during oral arguments on the 
Respondents' motions for summary judgment. The factual discovery which the Ceas 
sought in their Motion to Compel, and which these Respondents failed to provide through 
formal discovery requests, are the very facts which the trial court should have considered 
before granting summary judgment; i.e., whether Modular made distributions, whether 
Hoffman received distributions, whether Hoffman played a role in Modular's making 
distributions, the solvency or insolvency of Modular when any such distributions were 
made, and the solvency or insolvency of Modular when it sent the Letter to the Ceas. 
The Utah Revised Limited Liability Company Act (the "Act") prohibits making 
distributions if the effect of the distribution would leave the company unable to pay its 
debts as they become due or effectively leave the company insolvent. See UTAH CODE 
ANN. § 48-2c-1005. The factual discovery sought in the Ceas motion to compel would 
support their argument that Modular made distributions while it was a "financial train 
wreck" in violation of the Act, and that Hoffman authorized those distributions as 
manager of Modular, thereby making Hoffman personally liable as an individual who 
purported to act like a company in violation of the Act. The Ceas' discovery requests 
12 
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regarding the financial status of Modular went entirely ignored, remarkably on the basis 
that the information sought was irrelevant and/or confidential. That information is 
necessary to establish whether there are issues of material fact as to whether, at the time 
the Letter was issued, Modular was insolvent. Accordingly, summary judgment was 
improper and the district court's orders granting summary judgment should be vacated. 
B. A Genuine Issue of Material Fact Exists as to Whether the Terms of 
the Letter Constituted One or More Valid Offers, Whether the Ceas 
Accepted Such Offer(s), Whether Adequate Consideration Exists to 
Form a Valid and Binding Contract, and Whether Hoffman Could be 
Personally Liable for the Representations Authorized by Him in the 
Letter 
The second genuine issue of material fact is whether the Letter, which was 
personally authorized by Hoffman and sent on behalf of Modular, constituted one or 
more offers which were accepted by the Ceas, whether there existed adequate 
consideration to support the contract, and whether Hoffman may be personally liable for 
the representations made to the Ceas therein. "[WJhere the existence of a contract is the 
point in issue and the evidence is conflicting or admits of more than one inference, it is 
for the jury to determine whether the contract did in fact exist." O'Hara v. Hall, 628 P.2d 
1289, (Utah 1981) (quoting Pre-FitDoor v. Dor-Ways, 13 Ariz. App. 438, 477 P.2d 557 
(1970)). Further, the question of "whether a party accepted an offer so as to form a 
binding contract [is] for the jury to decide." Id. (citing Thornton v. Pasch, 104 Utah 313, 
139 P.2d 1002(1943)). 
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Respondents contend the Letter did not constitute an offer which could be 
accepted by the Ceas, but rather was intended only to provide an option to enter into 
future contracts. (R. 1256.) 
The Ceas dispute the idea that the Letter's purpose was only to provide an option 
to enter into future contracts. (R. 1142-43.) The Letter constituted two offers: an offer to 
build the Ceas' home for the same price and specifications as stated under the Purchase 
Agreement but with Modular substituted for ATC, and an offer to refund the Ceas5 
deposit and relieve Modular of its obligation to perform. 
Further. Respondents contend the Letter lacks consideration to form a contract. 
(R. 1256.) Thus, Respondents argued that no parties are contractually bound by the 
contents of the Letter. (R. 1256.) 
The Ceas contend the Letter was supported by consideration, value, and promises. 
(R. 1140-43.) Such consideration includes: (a) the Ceas promise to accept Modular's 
performance in lieu of ATC s performance, (b) the Ceas agreement to pay Modular the 
remainder of the purchase price for the completion of the home, and (c) the Letter giving 
Modular a means to escape performance of its obligations by giving the Ceas the option 
to back out of the contract and have their Deposit refunded to them. 
Finally, Hoffman contends that he cannot be personally liable under the Letter 
because "[t]here is no basis for independent obligation by Hoffman . . . ." (R. 1260-62.) 
The Ceas disagree, noting that if Hoffman is personally liable for the actions of Modular 
as a person who assumed to act as a company in violation of the Utah Revised Limited 
Liability Act—the matter addressed above in which the Ceas were not allowed to 
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complete discovery—then Hoffman would be personally liable because Modular 
authorized and sent the Letter to the Ceas. 
Therefore summary judgment was improperly granted while factual discovery on 
this issue had not yet been completed. The district court's orders granting summary 
judgment should be vacated. 
C. A Genuine Issue of Material Fact Exists as to Whether Modular and 
Investors are Contractually Obligated to the Ceas 
The interpretation of a contract may be a question of law, determined by the words 
of the agreement, or a question of fact, determined by extrinsic evidence of intent. 
Peterson v. Sundrider, Corp., 2002 UT 43, ^ 14, 48 P.3d 918 (quoting Kimball v. 
Campbell, 699 P.2d 714 (Utah 1985)). Summary judgment is improper where, as in the 
case at bar, an ambiguity exists in the contract and there is a factual issue as to what the 
parties intended. See id. (citing Faulkner v. Farnsworth, 665 P.2d 1292, 1293 (Utah 
1983)). 
The Ceas were under contract with ATC to have their home built by ATC. 
(Addendum Ex. 1; R. 29-38.) When Modular acquired ATC's assets, including the Ceas5 
substantial Deposit, and ATC's obligations, including the Ceas' order for their modular 
home, the Ceas claim Modular became contractually obligated to complete their home. 
(Addendum Exs. 2, 7; R. 4, 5, 13-16.) Modular disagrees, claiming it did not acquire the 
Ceas' contract and was not otherwise obligated to the Ceas. (R. 764.) 
Extrinsic evidence of the parties' intent is necessary to resolve the ambiguities. 
Hoffman, Modular's Rule 30(b)(6) deponent, testified that Modular assumed and 
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accepted the obligation to build the Ceasr home by and through the Acquisition 
Agreements. (R. 1465-66.) Respondents" arguments in support of their motions for 
summary judgment are therefore clearly without merit, and are controverted by their own 
Rule 30(b)(6) deponent. 
The facts relating to the assignment and assumption of ATC's obligations as to the 
Ceas by Modular are in dispute by the parties, and thus the district court erred in granting 
summary judgment in favor of Respondents. The district court's orders granting 
summary judgment should be vacated. 
D. A Genuine Issue of Material Fact Exists as to Whether the Letter 
was Indefinite and Uncertain 
Whether a contract exists may be both a question of law and fact. See LD HI, LLC 
v. EBRD, LC, 2009 UT App 301, ^  13, 221 P.3d 867. Determining whether a contract 
exists "may embody several subsidiary rulings." Brighton Corp. v. Ward, 2001 UT App 
236, Tl 14, 31 P.3d 594 (citing Cal Wadsworth Constr. v. St. George, 865 P.2d 1373, 1375 
(Utah Ct. App. 1993)). One such issue is whether the contract is reasonably definite and 
certain. See Hackfordv. Snow, 657 P.2d 1271, 1276 (Utah 1982) ("Before specific 
performance will be employed by the courts to enforce a contract the terms of the 
agreement must be reasonably certain so the parties know what is required of them, and 
definite enough that the courts can delineate the intent of the contracting parties) (quoting 
Reed v. Alvey, 610 P.2s 1374 (Utah 1980)); Diston v. EnviroPak Medical Prods., 893 
P.2d 1071, 1075 (Utah Ct. App, 1995) (an agreement "must be definite enough to 
perform and enforce) (citing Valcarce v. Bitters, 362 P.2d 427, 428 (Utah 1961)). 
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Modular and Investors argued there was no contract between Modular and the 
Ceas because the Letter was uncertain and indefinite. (R. 8-9.)1 The Ceas disagree. 
Even if Modular is not contractually obligated to complete the Ceas' home pursuant to 
the Acquisition Agreements, which Modular is, the Letter constituted two offers: an 
offer to build the Ceas5 home for the same price and with the same specifications as 
stated under the Purchase Agreement but with Modular's performance substituted for 
ATC's, and an alternative offer to refund the Ceas' Deposit and relieve Modular of its 
obligation to perform. 
Both offers were certain and definite. The offer to build the house was for the 
same price and same specifications as contained in the Purchase Agreement. Though the 
Letter contemplates some minor changes to the existing contract between the Ceas and 
ATC5 Modular made clear that the essential elements of the contract would remain the 
same. (Addendum Ex. 2; R. 42.) Similarly, the alternative offer to refund the Deposit is 
certain and definite, the essence being, "If you don't want Modular to build your home 
instead of ATC, we will refund your deposit." 
E. A Genuine Issue of Material Fact Exists as to Whether There was 
any Fraud or Negligent Misrepresentation 
The question of whether or not there was fraud or misrepresentation in this case is 
a question of fact to be determined by a trier-of-fact. See Stuck v. Delta Land & Water 
1
 Modular and Investors made this argument is in spite of Hoffman's testimony on behalf 
of Modular that Modular assumed and accepted the obligation to build the Ceas' home by 
and through the Acquisition Agreements.. 
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Co.. 227 P. 791. 796 (Utah 1924) (noting that when a statement may be interpreted as an 
opinion or a statement of fact and "there is any question as to how it was intended and 
understood" then whether or not it amounts to fraud is a question of fact for the jury); 
Lakeside Lumber Prods, v. Evans, 2005 UT App 87; ^ 9, 110 P.3d 154 ("The existence of 
'fraudulent intent is ordinarily a question of fact. . . .'") (quoting Territorial Sav. & Loan 
Ass'h v. Bairdyl%\ P.2d 452; 462 (Utah Ct. App. 1989)). 
Respondents argued there was no fraud or negligent misrepresentation because (1) 
Hoffman claims he "did not make, execute or deliver the Letter to the Plaintiffs." he did 
not enter into any agreement, contract, or understanding with the Ceas, and he has not 
communicated with the Ceas; and (2) Modular and Investors claim the Ceas did not rely 
on any representations by Modular to alter their positions to their own detriment. (R. 
1243-45, 1256.) 
The Ceas dispute these factual assertions by Respondents. Hoffman testified that 
he authorized distributions by Modular when Modular was a "financial train wreck." (R. 
1047.) These distributions were in violation of the Utah Revised Limited Liability 
Company Act and thus Hoffman is personally liable for Modular's actions and 
obligations. Had Hoffman provided the Ceas with the discovery they requested, but 
which Hoffman failed to provide, such discovery would have supported the Ceas5 
argument and Hoffman's testimony. Further, the Ceas did rely upon Modular and 
Investor's representations to their detriment by not seeking recovery of the money paid 
towards the construction of their modular home by pursuing claims against Modular and 
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other defendants in the underlying case until after Modular had already ceased operations 
and Modular s assets were already looted by Investors. 
Viewing these facts in the light most favorable to the Ceas, the district court 
should have found that genuine issues of material fact exist and Respondents are not 
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Accordingly, the district court erred in granting 
summary judgment to Respondents and the orders granting summary judgment should be 
vacated. 
II. SUMMARY JUDGMENT WAS IMPROPER BECAUSE 
DISCOVERY IS NOT COMPLETE 
In Utah, "Generally, summary judgment should not be granted if discovery is 
incomplete since information sought in discovery may create genuine issues of material 
fact sufficient to defeat the motion." Bluemel v. Freestone, 2009 UT App 16, ^  5, 202 
P.3d 304 (quoting Downtown Athletic Club v. Horman, 740 P.2d 275, 278 (Utah Ct. App. 
1987)); Callioux v. Progressive Ins. Co., 745 P.2d 838, 840 (Utah Ct. App. 1987). In 
March 2010, the Ceas filed a motion to compel and supporting memorandum seeking an 
order from the district court compelling Respondents to respond to several production 
requests and interrogatories that had not been adequately addressed. (R. 1499-1517.) On 
August 11, 2010, a hearing for oral arguments on the Ceas5 motion to compel was 
scheduled for October 26, 2010. (R. 1682-83.) 
Due to the fact discovery is incomplete, and this fact was made known to the 
district court in the Ceas' opposition to Respondents' motions for summary judgment as 
well as in oral arguments, the district court erred in granting summary judgment. 
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III. THE MEMORANDUM DECISION IMPROPERLY LACKS 
DETAIL, FINDINGS OF FACT, AND ANALYSIS 
Rule 56(d) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure requires. 
If on motion under this rule judgment is not rendered upon the whole case . 
. . and a trial is necessary, the court . . . shall if practicable ascertain what 
material facts exist without substantial controversy and what material facts 
are actually and in good faith controverted. It shall thereupon make an 
order specifying the facts that appear without substantial controversy, 
including the extent to which the amount of damages or other relief is not in 
controversy. 
Utah R. Civ. P. 56(d). In this case, summary judgment has not been rendered upon the 
whole case and thus Rule 56(d) is applicable. The Memorandum Decisions list several 
findings of the Court, but do not specify the facts that are not controverted. (Addendum 
Exs. 3, 4; R. 1685-90.) The memorandum decision granting summary judgment in favor 
of Modular and Investors states only that there are no disputes as to material facts. 
(Addendum Ex. 4; R. 1688-90.) Such a conclusory statement by the district court 
violates Rule 56(d) because it does not "specify[] the facts that appear without substantial 
controversy .. . including the extent to which the amount of damages or other relief is not 
in controversy." The memorandum decision granting summary judgment in favor of 
Hoffman does not state that there are no genuine issues of material fact nor does it list the 
facts that are not controverted. (Addendum Ex. 3; R. 1685-87.) Such a lack of 
specificity and finding of any facts whatsoever clearly violates Rule 56(d). 
The Memorandum Decisions also violate Rule 52(a) of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure which provides, "The court shall . . . issue a brief written statement of the 
ground for its decision on all motions granted under Rules . . . 56." In Dover Elevator 
on 
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Co. v. HillMangumlnv., 766 P.2d 424, 426 (Utah Ct. App. 1988), this Court 
acknowledged, "Normally, failure to comply with Utah R. Civ. P. 52(a) would constitute 
reversible error." This Court explained, "The rule serves two important purposes. First, 
findings of fact function to inform the parties about the 'mind of the court' and the 
analysis the court used to resolve the dispute . . . Secondly, findings of fact provide a 
basis on which an appellate court can review the judgment." Id (citing Parks v. Zions 
FirstNat'lBank, 673 P.2d 590, 601 (Utah 1983) and Bastion v. King, 661 P.2d 953, 957 
(Utah 1983)). 
The Memorandum Decisions are substantially lacking detail, analysis, and 
findings of fact, with little to no mention of the grounds upon which the conclusions were 
drawn or the law applied in making those conclusions, and, as to the memorandum 
decision granting summary judgment in favor of Hoffman, with no mention whatsoever 
that there are no issues of material fact in this case. 
IV. THE ORDERS VIOLATE RULE 7(f)(2) OF THE UTAH RULES OF 
CIVIL PROCEDURE BECAUSE THE ORDERS DO NOT 
CONFORM TO THE MEMORANDUM DECISIONS 
Counsel for Respondents prepared orders for the district court. (Addendum Exs. 
5, 6; R. 1733-42.) Those orders (the "Orders"), while purportedly based upon the 
Memorandum Decisions, do not conform to the court's Memorandum Decisions as 
required by Rule 7(f)(2) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. (Addendum Exs. 3-6; R. 
1685-90, 1733-42.) The Orders list several purportedly "undisputed" facts, including that 
Investors never made any representations to the Ceas, that Investors' actions were limited 
to that of a representative of Modular, that Hoffman never made any personal 
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representations to the Ceas, that Hoffman's actions were limited to that of a 
representative of Modular, and the facts regarding the "content and issuance" of the 
Letter. (Addendum Exs. 5, 6: R. 1733-42.) None of these purported statements of fact 
are undisputed. Further, the Memorandum Decisions are void of any descriptions of 
undisputed facts. (Addendum Exs. 3, 4; R. 1685-90.) Thus the Orders substantially and 
materially differ and fail to conform to the Memorandum Decisions as required by Rule 
7(f)(2) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Further, the Orders state that the court's decision is based upon the conclusions set 
forth in the Respondents' proposed orders and supporting memoranda. (Addendum Exs. 
5, 6: R. 1733-42.) Such a statement of the basis upon which the court's decision was 
grounded is not made by the court in its Memorandum Decisions. (Addendum Exs. 3, 4; 
R. 1685-90.) Thus the Orders substantially and materially differ and fail to conform to 
the Memorandum Decisions as required by Rule 7(f)(2) of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
Finally, the Orders include an award of attorney's fees in favor of Respondents. 
(Addendum Exs. 5, 6; R. 1733-42.) The Memorandum Decisions provide no such award. 
Rather, the award was the creation of counsel for Respondents, not founded upon or in 
conformity with the Memorandum Decisions. The Orders substantially and materially 
differ and fail to conform to the Memorandum Decisions as required by Rule 7(f)(2) of 
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
The Ceas timely filed objections to the form of the Orders on the above-described 
grounds. The district court, however, signed the Orders without a hearing and without 
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ruling upon the Ceas' objections. The district court merely redacted the most egregious 
portions of the Orders, and failed to address in any manner the Ceas5 other objections to 
the form of the Orders. 
The district court's Orders should therefore be vacated because the Orders violate 
Rule 7(f)(2) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure and because the Orders were signed by 
the court without ruling upon the Ceas' objections to the form of the Orders. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, this Court should vacate the orders of the district court 
granting summary judgment in favor of Respondents and against the Ceas, and remand 
for further proceedings. 
DATED this Z^~—day of February, 2011. 
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & McCARTHY 
Matthe4 F. MeNtilty, IM ^ ^ 
Florence M. Vincent 
Alex B. Leeman 
A ttorneys for Plaintiffs/Petitioners 
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Agreement Jsvmber 060306-61 
Address: 2S735 S ^ f e ^ ^ g ^ * j g _ 
State: CafoTaraifi Zip: 
S(?>^r^/6-S2s7 _____ email: L ^ r a f e - g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - E g 
This Sales and Purchase Agreement, executed os Jsn^e 5S_2£?5 by sod between ATC MA3RKETI1KG I X C dlba 
AMERICAN TEMBSRCRAIPT (hs^em&S^- ATC), sod M ruti Lzmrz Cea 
(Berescrsitef PURCHASER), locked at fe above address is fe* £rc ssle 23d parcfoase of ATC p*Grioc£(s) ssid sszvzce(s} to be 
installed s£ au addns^test e ^ ^ l ^ s ^ _ ^ ^ Cily of __g_£d R*m 
County <>f Pfeg^ir Stste of C^Mbraks TMs grarcfosss End installations shall be known ss the Cea Project, 
13 Frno?._3eJl5 e^d) Se??y??ss 
1.1 PURCHASER agrees to psMX&ese tike following &?2£$izre (bersms^sr *£s£rccturew or "subject strnctHrr') from ATC: 
Ose modalar leg structure^ identified by Model Name: __Hmfeergodge 
Stemds&d _______ Modified X F^Fshed Structure Unfrnisfoed Erected Shell
 raX having 
soBars iboteges of Living space 2JME4 Garage §64 , Other 
s&d bsziM m W trsosporfeble sedicjns fer a total of 3,768 TOTAL BUILDING SQUARE FEET. 
12 This s&Bctere is to be exjas^n^cted ss p ^ : 
a) Pisses hereby approved by PURCHASER and aginsed to by ATC, which PIsos are attached hereto as Exhibit I and 
moL&psmSed b^sio by jefes^-ee as 2 s*?l£dg]| psst of tMs Agressz?5HL: 
"b) I b e Scfeedkle «sf MsSsiials s^dl fer^ices fes^by agreed to by PURCHASER a&d ATC, whkb Sd3e<Me is s&adaed 
h&e&y as JBsMbit 3 page I a&d 3, snd incorporated herem. by reference as s msSsxml pait of tkis agnsemest; snd 
c). The ScbsdEile of Responsibilities b^^by sgnsed to by PURCHASER end ATC, winds Scbednle is sttacbsd hereto as 
IBxbfbit 3 page Z, asn! iE!a?ip?TSfed fe^san by r e f e r s © as a iirst^fei psrt of $?is s^^^Bi^a^; 
13 ATC Pcfggfps aB rigbr, tiik end interest in aO msteisls, results of Esbor, and sSractores m sccordsace beiewfth rmtfi all 
ssagKHznis doe are paid io fell, in good fends. 
1.4 AH -right, tide and fess?e3£ ie all sas&sdals aad is tfeg sti^c^rs s&sM be fc^xEsfborsd to PURCHASER, or to its designated 
agent eg- assBgaes, Sxpsst psyHEi^it sa SHM of all ggacK r^nts daie midfe tisls Agregs^enS, sa gcod fnnff^ to ATC. 
2.$ FoyMieffiJi acd FrfcsiEg 
2.1 Hie tots! sales price Is S 3 ^ v ^ 3 _ . _ ss d^sSe^ m te S-di@feIs of Mateials SH! Services (Esdhisbii 3). T&e fetal sales 
price is based mpcm receipt by ATC of tfe F e a r e d dowa p^yzs^ii of S _j.72JLS6 OB or befere J B ^ S §» 2@^S 
(dale) aod a plasn^i soifeikm of constn>ctio22 cm JggBe 2-f, 2g^6 (dafe) &>r deMvery to the ms£aliatson site 
c^ or abossi Avag^^t 3JU 2f?^ felsgg). 
ZJ2 ^»ois2d any paynieiili bs delayed fe soy I^^^JIL, or sfea^M *&mp!&&m ofmsy re^wsisdbiMfes. of PURCHASER, bs delayed 
c^ r csise a deMy io coastnzc^sc^ prices are s e l ec t to r^viskm hy ATC to reflect tfesa-gsevaOing rates ajid costs Hzcoied 
fey said delsys. D-sdsfoss, selections, fes&s. sad dboices of PURCHASER mtsst be completed hy tbe deadlioes provided. 
IQ a fectory esvkonmeKi, coostroctioG msy proceed very r^idly. Any delay may be critieaL A delayed hmlrimg may 
e a a ^ dela3?s m tfee ccsstiniK^ioE <# oferr teikfe^ oe ^be msigQife^ 22FSEg lisisa, msy w&qszrz &e (Mayed bufldmg to be 
rssioved fi'om tbs EE^FEfe^mrmg fesp s^d B^y ifsqss:^ r^^^tfi^pmg &e ac^t^ir^pgglgs of €xmstn2ctE-05B of £be delayed 
l^iildiBg. AH remedies for such delays csm dramatically &Sbc£ prodoctxoo costs, and cannot be ignored. This provision 
ES 2 Esajor fisd MiateTfel efesDcat ©f t!?!s A ^ % ^ g a 4 ^ ^ ^ p | ^ ^e ^iric^Iy enforced by A T C 
. Q /% s7 <ffi</Lo«L«OmL .£ X 
oi^ Ms: /StdtfOfe^ iDi fc feB.C/ ^ f I 
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PURCHASER agrees to pay ATC fee ibSowing amounts, subject to fee following milestones fr&isg met: 
&) Imtisl Payment S 138JH16 upon execution of this agreement, (S342S?-<? Ezrzi-zst Mosey 
JErejposst prevkmsty received) 
Secosd Payment S g ^ S g vn&ni five (5). business days of receipt of notice thst the building 
structure is Kp to square (exterior logs are stacked) 
Fmsi payment g g5,@5g'_, /fejj££_. prior to or upon arrival of the first section of the building structure 
C ^ B/^& ^P^TSL '%EU&e&Y ? 7 £. n by track at tbe instailstioc site. 
&>*fe S£~T 
/JD ^ynsesfe BSETSS bs ES £te fein*? e^ a Qyru^c^ OisMsrs C f e k to ATC or s e^BfeiHsedi wi-Ere toissfer tt© a 
^^Igiistei? SKL^ aess^sft ©jf A T C Ho r^triaoie wFS £*s Tsafi^ odle^ ;/in2>£3 tfee tessspertssg tinsels. *>s* sal o© t&e 
feySEfiki^ioa CI^ I^ L1 SesH payEEesotf f^Mtfis ore received by A T C 
b) Notice that a payment is due may be sent to PURCHASER via coii&med fecsimile, US mail with return receipt, or 
f?mxtiy to fee last applicable address -provided m vmtmg to ATC. All notices shall be deemed delivered on fee earlier of 
tfee date feat She PURCHASER makes an affirmative adaiov/Iedggrrjerit of receipt thereof orally or in writing, or fee 
date feat a written con&inatics record is created. ATC may also send, by any of fee foregoing methods, notice for 
payments to sny eufciity providing c^ssssmsason fejasdng* wbicb sosice shMI be <jfee§Esd! ss r^cerved by PURCHASER. 
2.4 In fee evsnt that PURCHASER doss not make payments as described above, ATC is authorized to cease all wodc on the 
subject bnOdsig and take any and all steps reasonably detsnniiied to keep fee factory on schedule for its other projects: 
PURCHASER shall pay a Uqaids$B& dlsoESge cterge of 1% of fee psym£ii& smosmt per dsy of defey, c r fee acteil! loss to 
ATC, wbicbever is gr^^tsr, imnfril s?bdi paymezai is received. AM sc&ch cbarges rrafcst be pasd 522 fell before delivery. 
2-5 AD payments m?de to ATC sns noa-refEndable, consistent wish fee provisions of feis Agreement. 
2.6- If PURCHASER Mis to pay any asso&ni: dsse to ATC wifeln five (5) bssmess days of notice thereof, ATC mays at its 
sole disc£efk&L Move ^rsEctKs^ sss&sms of fee pnsject out of She s^sjuei&cfermg line, eg* condone in^znxfectoring st its own 
risk, 1B order to ismnmizs fee effect en &g msnoike&nirig iine, and PURCHASER shall pay a fee of SI^ COO per section as 
iiqmds&Bd damages l i^ t&e cost of risks imposed, disnprioo of mmmfzctmmg crew asss^nrierits, stopping tike 
232eB&ctE2rjBg 1ms, re-stetmg £bs jE^sasfe^HHsng Bne, m0viiig ^xrtkms m and cist of tihe n^sssfectiHiHg lioe, or 
et&(^^2se dkmptHBg fe msmifc?^Bmg pr^c^^s. S^sdnlsd cMivs^y dates sfeH tfea bes^Re EaaO ®id void, wife deKvesy 
to be rsscfeedsled only s^^* p-sym^^ m fell to ATC for s& work completed and liquidated damages israrred to that time. 
3e@ Tersw^a^KKD r»^^ Cfess^sScS^ia 
3.1 PURCHASER 11133? cancel tMs Agreetn&nt jipon two mouttis write^i notice to ATQ wiihoM caose. PURCHASER may 
teinmaie inis Agreement for cause (e.g- bresdi of tMs Agregrnesrl) nposn one mondi writtos notice, and ATC sljaH lisve 
tiie oppojiHraty to i^Jtify PURCHASER witMa t^?o ^Tsefe o^ src^o l^ Fess%^ of ssck ssstzoe ti?M ATC iscfends to cesre the 
c s s ^ SHSJ ^ ^ 0 fesve oue mossfe fkjHs s^rds Eio i^ce fe PURCHASER IB cms. If FURCHASER tenriisafes feis Agreanesit 
,with or wM?omt cause, aBd work lias bsss psfbrmed by ATC but is sbort of a recognised payment event or fee Kke 
specified feei^mabove, FURCHASHl shall pay to ATC fes /TTO r^^? amoisit corrsspondirig to ATC's good feife estimate 
of the pfSTOoSsge of ctKi?pl^ MKi of fee Ss^l sSractszFe STKJ c^iis* i ^ ^ k l s asd services ttet bs.v<s b^^s pffo^ided as of fee 
efective dsfe of sscb t^mmatMHL ATC isay cccsfeiss to po^s^s, ssd sbsB cssi£§EKg to own all ri^it title aed is^e^st in 
all mffgereal*, stmctores, and labor e ^ ^ ^ s d up to grrd nschidiEEg fee e^c t ive dsfee of sndi t^iniriatioii-as noticed to ATC 
TOfil ATC diaD have be^i p^id g2 amemois dne to ATC. 
4.® Sp©e^.[i Terras 
4.1 AH cbaages to iMs Agpeemsst, mchw?m*g all docnaiests iudisfei bezels by referesice^ sfeS bs zaisde osily in -^ritwig and 
by wpffr^f coQ^?st of PURCHASER gsd ATQ asd paid fer E^oe srafooiissice Gf socfe ,wrifeig to ATC for approvaL Any 
cfesnges not authorized In writtag by ATC, affecting ^nicttirsSs eogins^ng^ pSass, architectural fes^ares. or fee like 
mefereiced by this agreement, and made or caused by PURCHASER of PURCHASER, shall void any and all warranties 
by ATQ, excess or implied, ^ ATC assomes no responsifoiiiSy feerBfore. 
4 ^ Vtfsn-msty is feere^y ?rr??fe by ATC as to compliance of ths ctEnpIetsd sSnEctisr& wife ind&stey standards "in accoidaiice 
wife fee Limited Warrsntv provMsd hy ATC snd ariscbed hereto as Exhibit 4. No o^iev warranties, eg res s or implied, 
InMals: InitiaLs: 
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are m££?e by ATC. ATC herefev disclaims and PURCHASER Kcpressiy ^ r v e s all otaer wErrsnties. PURCHASER 
hereby agrees to ffie provisions of fee ATC L i i a i ^ Wsrrssty (JbxMbit 4) zttzck^l kere-c. 
A T r shaB not be iiabie for injury or damage to psi^on or property of PURCHASER, to soy other person to whom ATC 
mav sell or transfer possession or ownership of the structure or any portion of the structure, w any employes, invitee, 
-rjss* tes^ssCT or say o&er r ^ o a Eroximzte fee structure, howsoever ceased, sad wnedisr suds mjmy retails frois 
COTMMOSS arising wife respsc? to the s&nctere or any Giber cassation or source. PURCHASER a g r e e to moeomny and 
sold bsnnfess ATC against any md all ckims and/or damages, including attorney's fees, arising CKJ£ o£ or involving fee 
structure, its in^Msdcs site, aay coBstructioa or otiser activities s* the installation site., end the uss er occupancy of fee 
stnictore gad mstaQ^tiGn site. 
5eS BsMveffy 
5 1 TIK* sdtedried o i m o f e ^ d ^ o PURCHASER shall have fee 
wste&s&m sm prepared to receive the sljraSores provided by ATC md ready for inspection to verify same by no later 
fern erne month prior to fee schemed crjmpIstiQEs < ^ PURCHASER shall timely correct upon nonce from ATC, any 
defects sfiecting fee zbihty> of ATC to deliver and set fee structures a* the iBSfeli^ioii sile. PURCHASER understands 
- sEd agrees tifetlhis aixsdnled.cQ2iBs!^iosi fete of ATC is se lec t to wxny evens ssd acri-oiis over which ATC Jiss DO 
CXEEBFOI ATC wil! mate coja^eraeSy re^s iable e f e t s to notify PURCHASER of any material changes anticipsted to 
gflbct the sshedoied coEsple&os dste. AIT: sMB pay a penalty of SIOO per day for any actual delay so identified by ATC 
over ivhich ATC has cosiroL 
5.2 Delivery shall be msdz to the isstallatkas site specified herein only TOOS completion of fee siSe wmk in preparation for 
ssitiCTg fee stroctoare. S&G«M the sebjest sfcrctcfcEre anrespoBdieg to tins agreement fee consisted on er after the 
schedoled delivery date, but befbsB the site is ready to accept the structure, A l C shaB prepare the structure for shipment 
md move Hie structure eifeer to a location near its fecihty; or5 st the PURCHASER'S request, to an alternative site. 
S&osEld ATC store fee sl^sctiEre ££ f& fecS&y for longer than two weeks a£er fee sSrectere has been prepared ibr 
shipmewt, PURCHASER shaM incssr a storage r^iM} cterge of $?.&$ per dey fer every day, or past thereof that the 
structure remains in storage by ATC. 
5 3 Delivery shall fes H2£de only ^hsa a l sections ©f fee s r^es t s*ro<dE?e are-complete. 
5.4 Upon completion of fee straciore and preparation for shipment, if PURCHASER is sot ready to take delivery^ seventy 
live percent of the feal payment specified herein above shall be due and payable to ATC. 
5 3 ATC indizdes height and sEsssraffice fe fee MS r^placssjsjt valine of fee stmcmre s ^ delivery as psrt of its services. All 
freight sad delrv^y cissts canrtsiirsd tem} eg- otk-^^-dse quoted, are costmgent upon fee smtabiiity of fee roads, are best 
esfensSe by ATC s£ fee isms of feis Agreement, end ars m so way bmdmg -open ATC PURCHASER shall pay ibr s ry 
Increase m height and delivery costs god ATC s'hpf? credit PURCHASER for any decrease in freight snd delivery costs. 
I s fee ev^s^ of dazs^ge m sMppi&gs the li^jiiiSy of ATC sliaS be ]T?mted to repMcem&it of fee strBEctere for 
PURCHASER within a reaso?2shIe psricd of thsm mBowmg rece^: of fee hssmssoz p^jce^ds by ATC. 
5.6 In fee ev&jt feat PURCHASER, s£ its election aad wife fee consent of ATC, takes possession of fee striictEEre st fee 
roansfecturing plant, or elsewhere as otherwise agreed in wrfamg tezt&ezn, ATC and PURCHASER, ATC shall have BO 
Hirfesr r€^po^2sfMliiy un&sr fe»i^ A^^sio^it. 
>.7 Delfv^y Instractions shall be fenely provided to ATC by PURCHASER 
a) PURCHASER shalfi provide to ATC £^  least two w e ^ s prks- to fee scheduled completion date a m&p snd instnicrions 
to gpicfe trosfc t& fee mstallsticsi sits, v i^fe speciSc instrnctiens as approprisxe for nsviggring aboxzt snd Hpon the 
installation site wife long, low, semi^trsctor-trailer rigs carrying oversize loads. 
b) SpeciSc Lccatioii 
AcMress / Lot Numbs- 3K£2§ Magra I^ fH. 
City GGM R&32. Comity Pteegr Stete C^IiforMia 
<Q t? c nidals: &U/£/fJt^ bntJalsiV- jf^ ^ _ 
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5.S PURCHASER agrees thsi ATC retains aE snthority over the provider of tnmsportstion of the stracnire to the siie ^ c 
over the provider of cr^ne services et the site. All ins&mcdons to the transport compsny snd to the e r sne con>peny. sh~Ii 
come only from a principal of ATC or their agent so a rbor ized in writing. All coBtractors working under t i e 
responsibility sod direcdoE of ATC shall provide proof of insurance for tbeir respective teste. 
6«$ C^-S&S y"^ ?<3rf ? 
6.1 All preparatory sifie worK including, but not limited to sewer and waterlines, electrical and/or gas lines, excavating, 
footings md foimdmor^ sub~p\mnbmg smd backSB is &e responsibility of Purchaser. Refer to the Responsfbiiiiy Sheet-
Bdifbit 3 . 
6.2 ATC has no other Trespnnsihniiy for site work unless separately contracted between A T C and Purchaser. 
63 Pterdhsser agrees ths£ all site wcsk s o t performed by ATC **0I b s performed by q?sdi§ed gr*d spprof^ggely licensed' 
CGH&'SG&QTS Mi c^nnplisnce with tfee bsSdhig code starNiards snd reqnnr>?.men£s of the jurisdiction snd pursuant to all issued 
permits and/or licenses required m ihst jmlsdiction and ail inspec&osis with respect thereto. 
7.1 No alterations or inodifi cations to any structures, materials, tssio^ dates, or dollar amounts under this agreement shall be 
made, (sxc&pt tey n written Change Order signed by a principal of ATC, and PURCHASER. Soch a Change Order, 
properly exacsted, msy mdki&z srxy ir^vision to ma te i s l s , stnrstsEres. d s t ^ prices* snd the like. 
£L® H^G^siiEss^ fef©-naiafts®3»s Approvals 
8.1 PURCHASER agrees to pro*/ids to A T Q prosBpiry upon r e c a s t all docmsESBts^ haferriftgfon, approvals, permits s n d 
licenses necessary & r compleakm of the bmldiog stmctore 2nd s t e work, aMhoribstkiis and supporting irj&onHtioFi 
required to coinpry with financing agencies, and the like required for the conspfeiori o f A T C obligations herein, and 
compliance herewith is solely the responsibility of PURCHASER. PURCHASER shsJl not f&l t o obtain nor shall 
PORCHASER withhold ssch docssnesifs* snfbsiBaSkHL, a r ^ o y ^ f e psmsSs £&d licenses; zny feSksre to> so- oonsply wMi a 
request of A T C shall gs^fedzs ATDC ua> ssspesEd work 03 She ^ s s ^ r ^ ^ i ^ ; SsEtSsr ofeKss&OE or haMMty trnna A T C . 
9»@ F^Seefe^ T r a d e SG&T&SSS TradfesasFfeSs, Ckgsyngfete smd other iBsfeS-ectiMgl P rope r ty 
9.1 PURCHASE! , sf^ees ffrst & ral! isse all conBEtercMry rsssosrsble eUsrts gad e^^rxfee ths highest degree of csre t s 
p^ot^ed ps&ssts, t rsde ss^rets, t r ^ d ^ r ^ r s ^ goodwill, copyr ig te , s ad otfe^ in£sMae£52al psx^erty r igMs of ATC" astd its 
licei^ors. P U R C H A S E R m i l take sssitsble p-ecaiirioBS as required st law sad by coss&naci to project Trsde Secrets^ 2nd 
will mot i s s tfeem fer s ay pMpose o&er ^ s n fe comply with &Ms A g ^ e o s e ^ , smi w S ! -ED^ d sc lo se ^ s n a to any tfeird psrty 
wi£hoi2t | s i o r wri£s2 es!S2otf:^ti^R fcjsi A T C 
9^.1 PURCHASER a ^ s e s W*& A T C fess a Isc^^se to massifectm^ imdsr U.S. Psfer?. Mo. 5 ,05§343 ; which i icesse a i d patent 
sre hereby acknowledged by PURCHASER to be valid snd e^orceghle. PURCHASER agrees thsfc it shall a c t , HOT aid 
asy other party, t o ^ ^ t e ^ j ^ g , esU, €H" O S ^ fer jrale sniy p^j^EDt falfeg w i f e the scope of ^ i d psfe^t, exc2f^ prodiK^s 
^o^fMgd by A T C . 1TORCHA5ER }?&?*£y agirees t ^ s i psper^ cxMsmiiSi^i^stkR?^ terdsiin?^ w ^ f f e ^ , chsrtB, 
iiifeineSiofL, p l s s s , spe^Scstioias, cbsigns and the like provided by ATC are the p r o p ^ t y of ATC god/or o n e or more 
I k s i s o r s of A T C s s d s re jso£es$2d Ti^d^ iotellecteal prorerty fews of t h e Uszited SSstes and of te vs i ions sSa t s . Any 
i s i s ^hcs f e^ i iK3 c^ b r o ^ a csf Ssis pr^iMmi of fefe A g r s r ^ r r ^ s ^ S ssSMe A T C to s i fers&ges M k m g theirs fesxr^ SFHS 
dssH not fEnecfede asay eiMfdoasi f^sr.e^y svaflsble t® Hcs2S03s ©f A T C Nc^^fSalssdis ig s a y damages svziSable 
PURCEASER, PURCHASER hs*5by s g r e ^ thsU sioi?§y dnmages csz3S££ alcms M a t e A T C and iEs MceEsors whoteL and 
t i ier^bre ccms&&& to es£r/9 of s s ex parte Tenspor^ry R s s ^ i s H s g O r d ^ a PrellmiESEry laj^nctioiL, aaxd a Fernmnsat 
Isjisictioo g g a k ^ PURCHASER rsqEskmg iinmedlaSB cessationi of aM activity in vioteioia of # i s pnovisiosL 
16.® €jkjr*?Tmm& ILss^ f*^ 43 V?5?^e 
10.1 The teoBS o f this A g r e e s i e ^ 2ad s s y di^JE?© srisisig hsrein^eT, shall be governed b y the laws o f the SfeaSe of Utah 
wMiOnt reg£?d So c?HESict of law p?s?yisla2o% s?rf.d EH parties h e s ^ o coa^3E!l to jisds^^ki«2i amd VSKT^ hs the ciKnte of snd 
for the State o f Utah-
lnfels: ^ d / u j ^ : 
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;• ? I Asv dispute between ATC and PURCHASE?; shst! be resolved solely by arbitration in accordance with construction 
industry/ arbitration roles of the American Arbitration Association then m effect Any party may commence arbitration by 
rmctest to the AeiericsB Arbitration Association end psymssi of its ininsl fees. Hie award of the srhiteior{s} shall be 
nr»F»'t snd bir-dHSg <so fee psties EH4 E2sy be enisrcrd as a fedgmesi' in "fee jnrisdicdoa in the Stete of Utah provided for 
usder this Agreement asd nisy be immediately domesticated is any other jurisdiction is which a non-prevailing party is 
found or domiciled. Hie award of fee &rfetes£or(s} shall mchide reasonable attorney's fees, expenses, and aD costs, 
including, hm mat limkod to, those casSs incurred fey aecGSEBtssats. investigates sod experts to be awarded to the 
n^evsfiins o^rty. 
12M W s ^ e r s s d M&d'tfrestf^s 
12.1 Toe wsiver of any party hereto of any instance of performance or breach by another psrly of sny tens or condition 
hereof sfesB eot be d&zm-od a waiver of ssich tsrm or condition. No provision of this Agreement skaSl fee deemed waived 
or modified unless a .v/ntfen iostrnmesit sh&D evidence such waiver or niodifkatioa signed by all parties to this 
Agreement Any such waiver or modification shall apply only to such terms or conditions expressly noted in said 
TVTlttSSi imSiFlKSrSLlL 
13.® LsBa?^ -5*j*e sod Tensas 
13.1 All language in tizis Agreement is defmed by common'usage unless specifically demied otherwise in this Agreement 
Conspledos of asy t&sk sed c » s of assy breach, not Mvmg £soiher degdfee Hinder i s Agreement, within two weeks of 
iKK&e ^ er^jOjy ATC, sfeaJU be pz? se pr^ HHpt g&d timely, FSSIEFS to coMspIetB sssy Sssk aad cure ssy fere©ck, sot having 
aaotiser desdlme midr?r M s Agreement, within one month of writieis notice thereof by ATC. shall be /?er .ye untimely and 
shall constitats non-performance. A day coirespondsng to any date mstedsi to KMs contract is deemed to end at 5:00 pm 
MooEfcaEni Tis&e. Asy teia of t f e AgrsesBetSt bidding on a pasty hereto is deemed biadssg OB SM agents, principals. 
beirs, a s s i g n amd SBSDCSSSOSS aa i n t e r s of thst pssty. 
M.® IIEP^SK! Pnan^ BSB©!1?^  
14.] If soy provisions of tMs Agreesseiii shell be decided invalid- illegal, or contrary to law, the parties hereto agree thst such 
provision shall bs disregarded gsd this Agreement sbaS cuatisBe in force ss feos^n s&ch provision bad not been 
incorporated herein, 
US.® Nefesgs 
15.1 Any BOtice, under tMs AgreeroeM ssid mit otherwise specified, may be sent via hand delivery, via confirmed facsimile, 
via UJS- mail with retem receipt requested, or via email, to the last applicable address provided in wifcmg to ATC. Any 
iMdce shstH be desieed deiryered on &e esrlier of 1) is the case of any moans of-notice, "die dsie ttot the receiviBg party 
s?skes ao s^oss l r^ s ssfegowledgsH^ii ia ^ r i f eg confessing receipt &ereo£ 2) in the case of email, the &&t& that a 
ooadoimmig efw.Erifli is received by the odgE^a] sender fom ^»e origjiKil recipient of said notice. 3} HI the esse of fecsimile 
tnmssiissios, the dsfe ^ i ^ a wriHea corrfcustios i^cord of sudi neceipt is crested by a facsimile machine of sender, or 4) 
m the c a ^ of U ^ . Ms3 with I^SEM recent reone^ed, the deMvesy date as ider^fied oii the retiaB receipt crested by the 
U JL Postal S^vi-ce. Amy address msy fes dpaiLged by notice to say pssty in the manner psTescribed sbove. 
i<S.© Satire Agreessenit 
16.1 This iostrsissee!: ctM^slns tfee eistirs ag?esi^^5t bet^Beis ^he pssties Tel^jn^'ta &e sabject msttisr hereof end supersedes ali5 
if say prior sgpeemoits, sarangesneiiSs, |^^>iBises or rspsneseiitEtioiiS. Neither this AgieeiBent nor any term hereof may be 
isodiftedL, osrdtted, waived, discharged or temk&ated, eiccept by a written instrument signed by ali parties hereto who are 
obVLg&bsd thereby. 
17Jd T^mCE OW ACO^PTAHCE^ COUT^nSKP^JRTS 
17.1 This Agreement is a unilateral contract mid shaO expire 2t 5:00 pm Mountain Time five business days sfter the first date 
written heieoa unless executed by PURCHASER as evidemzd by an authorized signature below, and the offering party 
receives notice of such acceptance os or before JfeigeS, 2^?'^ (Accepftasce desdllise). 
Initials: <Zgi/m€^ Initials: V ^ l ^ / f 5 
PURCHASER X- * ATC 
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M2 A duplicate original of this document may be executed by any party hereto, acd multiple duplicate origiiiais shall be 
considered a smgje, integrated Agreement between the parties. Facsimile copies of original signatures sfaail be binding on the 
parties and originals tsereof shall be provided to the other parties v.'^in five (5} business days. 
M WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have duly executed this Agreement as of the dz.te first written above. 
Signed and approved by: 
ATC MARKETING LLC 
SIGNATURE jJ^N^cJ^^ 
NAME 
DATE 
•tS * 
Jo^ VM>- /Q. A c /cA &tjQ__ 4 
XI g/&/<2^>£ 
PORCJP.AFBR: <n^ <| LsA&.££ C-Efi 
IGNATURE a/a* 
Name , 4 <L <*£"*? 
TITLE Q^^ETf? 
Date &~ ? - £?<^ 
SIGNATURE 
Name CjtHfgA- £V# 
TITLE QtutJVni 
Date <jrg~~ ~}-£?fe 
Initials: (Xvc/a^ 
PlkCHASER 
0 
- - - , V 
tmtEsis: £ 
F "3(7 
<7 " ATC Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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"i^i ""CAM T ^ R ^ R C R A ^ _ 
~2382 Mor^TsOO West, Fsnr W e s t Utsfr C14404-
AE Sc L s ^ r s Cee 
EXKSBfT 3 Page 1 of 3 
TRADfOO&AL SHELL-Msteris£s a n d Services Provided _ ._ 
^ J ^ - ^ ^ ^ Q r e e f ^ e r ^ ^ n ^ e T _ Z ^ _ - . ~ - 1 • 960306^1 
S T ^ D A R D I ^ .. 
J T C R E A L S ~ " J "_""" " ' " ' " R O O F J ^ 
"Sn^srTCope Lodgepoie Pins Logs R-26: Rigid Foam,4jnches. 
(MaiedTogs) """" """" ...... _..(higher Rv^ues msy be specified} 
Bsenraljye Sealed . ; — 
Iftfesiherai Lag GUSTO or suitable substitute^ 
leno^wans^frHFTied ofify __. , i ^ r : ^ : ; : - ^ 
2 Log S U w r w ] ^ .... J?°ysfL9PJY_.... 
(iLLWQHK AMD R W I S H HARDWARE ; [- _..„.__ 
eel insulated S-panel exterior doors with j o g k s g s M.*.^^*".-..-
ontdQOT~g50 'Allowance B ^ y S J l ^ f e 
—
 '" "* " """" In-^oor Radiant Heal 
D O P I N G .. - A P P U A M C E S 
Year Architectural Composite Purchaser provided 
(other rpofcfig may be specified) ^ 
BWDOWS 
^ersble windows are double pane, low e Vinyl ^ ^ r t J j O ^ ^ 
<ed windows are double pane, low e glass Purchaser provided 
purchaser to provide finish trim _ __-
D E C K S AMD P O R C H E S 
.OORBNG _ Redwood Checking (optional) 
irchaser_ provided > 
" C ^ N E T i T " 
GHTIMG _ i P u n ^ ^ e r provided 
irctiaser j>ro\4ded _ _-
:
 CE IL INGS 
^£fiTER TOPS Open beam tongue & groove 
irchaS&r provided _ _ __ -
Ail Materials Exceed FHA Standards 
fete Qr^~f^f~- Initials ~~Q&£/U&^ 
EALER / ? " " ' =————-— . pWMER ' ' <_ 
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? L M 
'M'i Tir^BERCRAFT 
I c^  Lsurs. Gss 
IT, DEALER and OWKER RespcrtsaL^Jty, S 
Description! L - . J - ^ ' ^ -
EX^BBfT PfifiES ? or 
1 - O ^ - r c r-p-:.r-l Pr, : i t L-ei5--r C^  r'.i.' c_i •-' 
2-Stake out Site 
3 Permits 
4 Excavation 
5 Clear Land 
SWell and Water Lins 
7 Septic 
8 Server Line 
ifieecGrtcs 
3 Powei_LJne 
1C: Driveway 
i r G a s J J n e ^ 
12 Phone Line 
13 Footers 
14 Basement Bath Rough In 
15 Footer Plate Installation 
16 Foundation or Frost Waif 
17 Foundation or Frost WaJJJnstaH 
f8 :Damp Proofing 
" IS "Backfill _J J ^ T _.L _!_ . 1.. 
2€ Basement 
21 Basement Siding 
22 Garage Floor 
23 Gara ge Drywai{ 
_24V\&r^4 _ .__"__.^_. ..... 
25'Pier Installation 
25 Garage Doors ^Opene rs _ 
27 Garage^n-site build 
2%; Home 
~2S:Decks '_'_' _"_'_" ^ _ 
_30^1JQnspG[t3tion_ _ _ 
_31jSet _"" " / _ " " " " _ : " 
32 Crane _ 
33^Tap Fees (no coordination fee) 
34; Meter Base/EJectricai Hook-ups 
35 Stitch . Z 1 Z _.^ 
36-Set Decks 
37 Provide Extra Equipment for set 
38 : Fin si Grade 
39 Plumbing Hookup 
4X) T^ro^rary Po^er 
4t^Clean-up _ 
42Porta-Potty _ _ ! _ 
_ 4 3 : B ^ ^ e r s ^ s k " 
J) TOTAL ~""" '/'""__'"_* 
1 Contingency 
~ O " T O T ^ ^ I L O V ^ ^ C E S 
Est imated \ 
A m o u n t | 
; 
suICic 
— 
L i 
l 
snci. 
. _L^p!L. 
$E~~C;i. 
-•• 
:J 
5 
ii 
3 
X....... 
-
.._..-__ 
-
-
!nation r e e 
TOTAL ESTIMATED OMS1TE3 Estsrraate onfcf 
Persanai Custom Quote (factory cost) 
Options no'i in Personal Custom Quote 
Tots! Personal Custom Quote 
301,845.13 
42J^~8~ QQ I 
344J23: 
^ m E^rmiiKVED T O T A L 344,233.^3 
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AMS. ...'CAH TIMBERC.-.LftTT 
23S2 IMorth 1508 West, Fan- West, U?sh 84404 
EXHSBy PaqeS ^ i ii O 
A l fe L^Tixs C e £ 
TisE^bexIodLge - O<xsto:oa 
S S i e i l OiCLly wit*2 De tzac i sed G a r a g e 
l rxrcrpc-s^l fnr yrrur r^evxsrr ;Ln 
Sq« i<" 
Sq. Fi 
SQ. Fl 
9 1 . 3 5 7 
0 6 O 3 O 6 - G 1 
K^"kre i^^ybctrg 
6 / 3 / 2 0 0 6 
2,904-
0 
8 6 4 
3 r 7 6 8 
P r i c e 
B a s e 
-
F i ^ 
r^ ="^?^« 
l-^rice 
Ms^b- Le- re i 
U p p e r L e n s l 
B a o i t 
*e \^F=ir? 
0 
0 
2 , 5 6 3 s q f t 
5 o c s q ft 
G 
0 I n ft 
0 s q f t 
0 s q f t 
S 6 4 SQ ft 
G r o s s B s s e P r i c e 
2 2 1 , 3 3 6 
3 2 5 0 I 9 
0 
0 
o 
o 
3 6 , 2 2 7 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
2 8 9 , 5 8 2 
LOS s q f t 
O s q f t 
Gh2.fi 
Vrrrir-r^ l o g co-Ltrse i n G r e a t Rocrm 
AiiditLoxLal 2 " RTXJI IT5rul&£ion 
G r o s s Qg>ti.rvr-s P r i c e 
S i ± t c h . / D & G k s 
G n s i t e s ( S e e P a g s 2) 
C r a n e T i m e 
F c r o s i d a t i o n , B £ s e m e n . t scad Deeis : p i & r s 
Thcssirz^s-y 8 S ^ o t i o s i s 
S e t , L e v e l S O J ! B o l t I O S e c t i o n s 
T O T A L 
4 , 2 5 4 
0 
0 
3 = 0 6 4 
5 , 0 4 5 
O 
O 
1 2 , 3 6 3 
0 
O 
4 , 5 0 G 
G 
3 0 , 2 8 8 
7 , 5 0 0 
4 2 y 2 3 8 
Sfcsie S s l e s T s z 
G R A N D T O T A L 
s n s t ir jxih^dsi Si±& p2^=x?sra±Lr;sL_ S i t e Cie 
?-eu, "vJtiSiiy Hco-kr-'txp, StJJ:.y£rir?g c r Cs-szxe 1 
Ivo i I n c i ' o d e d 0 
^,2oo 
e p t e d Bx- i2^ si 
D_ ^ r r .Tn^c^oy iq , P e r ^ x i r s , M e l s r riaseL, Dec&TF: cr PCETCHGS u n l e s s spg-crtfjgti 
/ 
°ATCM" 
/ 'OWISJ^H*/ 
^J*-7-&6_ 
"Whsrt you want your dream to last forever 
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RNEST MONEY AGRKEMKl 
l\\ * UV€<\ C£A (Purchaser) agrees to purchase and A T C 
M A R K E T I N G L L C d02.AMERICAN TEMBERCRAFT (ATC) agrees to seli to Purchaser a 
T ^ J N A ^ ^ l o c & g . CuS^D?^ model log home. 
Purchaser deposits with Seller a NON-REFUNDABLE deposit representing i 0% (ten percent) 
of the estimated purchase price, as detailed in the attached Personal Custom Quote (PCQ). 
E S T I M A T E D PRICE O F LOG S O M E . $ 3 3 0 , <Pl 
CARNEST MONEY AMOUNT (10% of above) $ JM / < O O P 
The Earnest Money Amount represents a partial payment of the final purchase price and will be 
apph'ed to the final purchase price, as will all other amounts previously paid, if any, for building 
plans or reservation deposits. The final purchase price has not been determined as of this date as 
plans, specifications and engineering have not been finalized. Once these matters are finalized. 
the final purchase price will be determined and ail terms of the purchase will be subject to the 
Sales and Purchase Agreement, a copy of which, Purchaser acknowledges having received with 
this agreement. 
By accepting this earnest money, ATC agrees m p r epa re &edi deliver eiagiBe^red pJa&s to 
Purchaser, reserve a delivery &%ie for Purchaser's home within 30 days of t\j?\- ^B>, 2^XXcr> 
2006. 
Bate : z~3 m liv-'O 3 J 23/0 (O 
TV 
Purchaser Signature / 
At- 4- LMM>^ cLe:A 
Purchaser Name (Please Print) 
^&Y35^ ^ ^ . ^ M T L+> Address 
American Timl4?\3raft-Signatur 
American linroerCraft Representative/Titie 
OtL-mp £& a/<7(1
 c i t y j s t a t e > 2 3 P 
(S3a ) %i 0 -(tf& ( (Li****'* Osu^) 
($3>o) 3L/&-&%5~\ Phone (A^**H b-<U&. (£> Jlc?f< £#** Email address 
C&o) WZ-2.3i?> (tire's C&^) 
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MODULAR MANUFAC1 URING LLC 
2382 N 1500 W Ogden, Ut. 84404 (801)782-7820 Fax (801)782-7587 
(%0i) 3^7V'56¥7 
)ear Valued Customer: 
^s you may be aware, ATC Marketing, LLC, the owner of American TimberCraft has ceased operations effective 
November 12, 2006 and has liquidated all company assets. While this move was a difficult decision for ATC, 
mancial reasons dictated that this route was necessary. 
LS a customer of ATC Marketing we wanted to take a moment and explain how this situation affects you. 
)bviously with the dissolution and liquidation of ATC Marketing, the company is no longer capable of completing 
r performing on its contract with you. However, all is not lost. 
lodular Manufacturing, LLC has acquired the bulk of ATC assets including plant equipment, all proprietary 
roperty and the trade name of "American TimberCraft." Although Modular Manufacturing did not purchase ATC 
larketmg itself as part of the asset acquisitions, Modular agreed to complete all work in progress, including orders 
K which deposits have been taken (even if no physical work has commenced). Therefore if you had an order with 
TC Marketing, Modular has agreed to complete the work on your home for the previously agreed price, even 
lough it did not acquire your actual contract from ATC Marketing. 
t this point in time we (as Modular Manufacturing) will be issuing new contracts for your home construction 
egardless of what stage of construction it may be in) m order to complete and give you the assurance of a valid 
mtract for performance. In lieu of a new contract we will be willing to pay you whatever deposits or payments you 
ve made to ATC Marketing for your home should you decide drat you would prefer to cancel and just walk away. 
* fully understand your frustration with all the apparent past delays and at this point want to pursue a course most 
-able to you. 
you decide that you would like to proceed, enter into a new contract and have your home completed, there 
orne minor modifications to terms and payment schedules. However the specifications for the home itself 
diange nor will the price. 
ze for any stress or inconvenience this situation may cause, but in the long run we feel that you will be 
with the results. For one tiling we will be able to give you a new and firm completion date and will be 
^n higher quality assurance and standards. 
L-
)OS 
nnnn/i9 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF WEBER, STATE OF UTAH ,.,
 r 
ALCEA.etaL 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
ATC MARKETING, L.L.C., et al. 
Defendant. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
RE; DEFENDANT HOFFMAN 
Case Number: 080901240 
Judge Pamela G. Heffernan 
Defendant Hoffman, filed a Motion and Memorandum for Summary Judgment on 
December 23, 2009. Plaintiff filed a Memorandum in Opposition on January 15. 2010 and 
January 22, 2010 (Amended Memorandum). Def^;dant filed a Reply Memorandum on February 
5.2010. 
Oral arguments were heard on July 13, 2010, after a Notice to Submit was filed. Plaintiff 
was present and represented by Attorney Florence Vincent. Defendant Hoffman was represented 
by Attorney Christopher Hill. 
The court having read the memorandum and having heard the arguments of counsel rules 
as follows: 
1. The court finds the defendant Hoffman is not personally liable. Defendant Hoffman 
only signed on as an agent for the defendant Modular Manufacturing. Defendant Hoffman 
never made any representations to the Plaintiffs. 
2. The court finds the letter dated Novem^°r 12, 2006 is not an agreement or guarantee. 
The letter contemplates that future contracts will be issued for construction of the log 
home. The letter is not a guarantee. It lacks any consideration. Defendant Hoffman never 
signed the letter and there is no reference to Defendant Hoffman in the letter. 
3. The Court finds there is no evidence of fraud or misrepresentation by Defendant 
Hoffman. Defendant Hoffman never spoke to Plaintiffs or communicated with Plaintiffs, 
therefore, no fraud or misrepresentation exists by Defendant Hoffman. 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
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4. The court will grant Summary Judgment for Defendant Hoffman as to the seventh 
cause of action (Breach of Contract), eighth cause of action (Fraud) and ninth cause of 
action (Negligent Misrepresentation). 
5. Defendant Hoffman will prepare an order for the court to sign. 
Dated this j j day of August, 2010. 
ERNIE W. JONES\ 
District Court Judge 
n n f n o o 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing Memorandum 
Decision, first class mail and postage prepaid, to the following parties this_Jy-' day of August, 
2010. 
Florence M. Vincent 
Vancott, Bagley, Cornwell & McCarthy 
36 South State Street, Ste 1900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Brad C. Smith 
Stevenson & Smith 
3986 Washington Boulevard 
Ogden, Utah 84403 
Mike Nyborg 
1478 North Parkway 
Centerville, Utah 84403 
Christopher S. Hill 
Kirton & McConkie 
P.O. Box 45120 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Rick Koerber 
FranklinSquires Investments, LLC 
1001 N Ft Canyon Road 
Alpine, Utah 84004 
Court Ctferls/ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF WEBER, STATE OF UTAH 
AL CEA, et aL 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
ATC MARKETING, L.L.C., el al. 
Defendant. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
RE: MODULAR 
MANUFACTURING LLC and 
INVESTORS COLLABORATIVE 
LLC 
Case Number: 080901240 
Judge Pamela G. Heffernan 
On December 24, 2009 Defendant Modular Manufacturing and Investors 
Collaborative filed a Motion for Summary Judgment. A memorandum was also 
submitted. 
The Plaintiff filed a Memorandum i Opposition on January 15, 2010. 
Defendant Modular Manufacturing and Investors Collaborative filed a reply 
memorandum on February 8, 2010. 
A Notice to Submit was filed on February 26, 2010. Oral arguments were 
heard on July 13,2010. 
Plaintiffs were present and represented by Attorney Florence Vincent. 
Defendants were represented by Attorney Christopher Hill. The Court having read 
the memorandum and having heard the oral arguments of counsel rules as follows: 
The Court finds that, 
1. The letter dated November 12, 2006 is not an agreement. The letter is too 
indefinite and uncertain in it's terms. The letter is not a guarantee. It just 
provides an option to enter into a r. w contract in the future. The letter is 
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not a binding contract. 
2. The Court finds there is no fraud or negligent misrepresentations by these 
defendants. There is no evidence that these defendants made any 
representations to the Plaintiffs that were fraudulent or negligent 
misrepresentations. 
3. The Court finds there was no contact with the Plaintiffs by Defendants 
Investors Collaborative. Investors Collaborative made no statements to 
Plaintiffs. 
4. The Court finds that Investors Collaborative is not liable for the conduct 
of Modular Manufacturing. 
5. Investors Collaborative did not enter into the letter of November 12, 
2006. Investors Collaborative did not enter into contract with the Plaintiff. 
6. The Court will grant Summary Judgment to Defendant Modular 
Manufacturing and Investors Collaborative as to: 
Breach of Contract, Seventh cause of action 
Fraud, eighth cause of action 
Negligent Misrepresentation, ninth cause of action. 
There is no dispute as to material facts. 
7. Defendant will prepare an order for signature by the Court. 
,rf 
Date this _J_^_ of August, 2010. ^ / 
District Court Judge , 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing Memorandum 
yjr Decision, first class mail and postage prepaid, to the following parties this^jftjl flay of August, 
2010. 
Florence M. Vincent 
Vancott, Bagley, Cornwell & McCarthy 
36 South State Street, Ste 1900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Brad C. Smith 
Stevenson & Smith 
3986 Washington Boulevard 
Ogdem Utah 84403 
Mike Nyborg 
1478 North Parkway 
Centerville. Utah 84403 
Christopher S. Hill 
Kirton & McConkie 
P.O. Box 45120 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Rick Koerber 
FranklinSquires Investments, LLC 
1001 N Ft Canyon Road 
Alpine, Utah 84004 
frHUK; 
DeptttyjQSurt Clerk 4^  
O 
r- Xs 
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David M. Wahlquist (#3349) 
Christophers. Hill (#9931) 
KIRTON & McCONKIE 
60 East South Temple, #1800 
P.O. Box 45120 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0120 
Telephone: (801) 328-3600 
Facsimile: (801) 321-4893 
dwahlquist@kmclaw.com 
chill@kmclaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Modular Manufacturing, LLC, Investors 
Collaborative, LLC and Roger Hoffman 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
AL CEA, et al., 
Plaintiffs. 
v. 
ATC MARKETPWG, L.L.C., et al, 
Defendants. 
[PROPOSED] ORDER GRANTING 
DEFENDANT ROGER HOFFMAN'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No.: 080901240 
Judge Pamela G. Heffernan 
Defendant Roger Hoffman's ("Hoffman") Motion for Summary Judgment (the "Motion") 
came on for hearing on for hearing on July 13, 2010 before the Honorable W. Jones. Christopher 
S. Hill of Kirton & McConkie appeared on behalf of Defendant Hoffman; Florence M. Vincent 
of Van Cott Bagley Cornwall & McCarthy appeared on behalf of the Plaintiffs Al and Laura Cea 
(the "Ceas"). Having reviewed Hoffman's memoranda in support of the Motion and Ceas' 
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memorandum in opposition, having heard the oral argument of counsel and being fully briefed in 
all matters pertaining hereto, and having issued a memorandum decision on August 19, 2010, the 
Court hereby enters the following conclusions of law and order: 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Based upon the undisputed facts that Hoffman never made any personal 
representations to the Ceas and that any action by Hoffman was limited to his capacity as a 
representative of the entity, the Court concludes that Hoffman is not personally liable for the 
actions of Modular Manufacturing, LLC ("Modular") and/or Investors Collaborative, LLC 
("Investors"). 
2. Based upon the undisputed facts regarding the content and issuance of the letter 
dated November 12, 2006 (the "Letter") that is the subject of the Ceas's Complaint against 
Hoffman, including that the Letter contemplated future contracts, that there was no consideration 
for the Letter, and that Hoffman did not sign the Letter nor was he referenced therein, the Court 
concludes that the Letter does not constitute a contract, agreement or a guaranty. 
3. Based on the undisputed fact that Hoffman never made any representations to 
Ceas or communicated with the Ceas in any regard, the Court concludes that Hoffman did not 
commit a fraud or make any misrepresentation (negligent er otherwise^) to the Ceas. 
"^f7 
2 
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ORDER 
Based upon these conclusions and Hoffman's supporting memoranda, the Court hereby: 
1. GRANTS Hoffman's Motion for Summary Judgment in its entirety and enters a 
judgment of dismissal in favor of Hoffman and against the Ceas, dismissing with prejudice 
Plaintiffs' Seventh Cause of Action (Breach of Contract), Eighth Cause of Action (Fraud) and 
Ninth Cause of Action (Misrepresentation) as to Defendant Hoffman. 
It is further ordergd^hafTTaintiffs' Motion toj^mpetn^led on or about March 
> 1, 2010, is MOQTr'The hearing on that mojiatCwhich is set for October 26, 2010, is hereby 
stricken. 
As betweenJipifinaR-aflththe~€^ isthe~prevalling party. As such, 
Hoffman is entitled to an award of his costs incurrea in this matter pursuant to Rule 54(d)(1) of 
the Utah Rules of Civil Procpiufe. Hoffman may serve and file his request for costs in 
accordance withJiuJe 54(d)(2) within five business (5) business days after the entry of this order. 
The arpotint requested may be done jointly with Modular and Investors in a single memorandum 
of costs. 
DATED this 2 6 day ol^^'X^^^^ , 20 / £ . 
BY THE COURT 
Heilorable Ernie W. Jones 
Second District Court Judge 
3 Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
This Order Granting Roger Hoffman's 
Motion for Summary Judgment is approved as to form: 
KIRTON & McCONKlE 
By: 
Christopher S. Hill 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Modular Manufacturing, LLC, Investors 
Collaborative, LLC and Roger Hoffman 
VAN COTT BAGLEY CORNWALL & McCARTHY 
By: 
Florence M. Vincent 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
Al and Laura Cea 
4 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 hereby certify that on the day of August. 2010. 1 caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing [PROPOSED] ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT ROGER 
HOFFMAN'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be delivered in the following 
manner: 
Matthew F. McNulty, III 
Florence M. Vincent 
VANCOTT, BAGLEY, 
CORNWALL & MCCARTHY 
36 South State Street, #1900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Rick Koerber 
6248 Lone Rock Road 
Highland, UT 84003-3723 
Mike Nyborg 
1478 North Parkway 
Centerville, UT 84014 
Brad C. Smith 
STEVENSON & SMITH, P.C. 
3986 Washington Boulevard 
Ogden,UT 84403 
() U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
(X) Hand Delivered 
() Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
() Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
() Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
r\ 0 
-w 
^yU^fc^- / / i a>^ 
13609-O003/4824-1O85-2871 
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ADDENDUM 6 
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David M. Wahlquist (#3349) 
Christophers. Hill (#9931) 
KIRTON & McCONKlE 
60 East South Temple, # 1800 
P.O. Box 45120 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0120 
Telephone: (801) 328-3600 
Facsimile: (801) 321-4893 
dwahlquist@kmclaw.corn 
chill@kmclaw.com 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Modular Manufacturing, LLC, Investors 
Collaborative, LLC and Roger Hoffman 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
AL CEA, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
ATC MARKETING, 
Defendants. 
L.L.C. , et al, 
[PROPOSED] ORDER GRANTING 
DEFENDANTS MODULAR 
MANUFACTURING, LLC AND 
INVESTORS COLLABORATIVE, LLC'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No.: 080901240 
Judge Pamela G. Heffernan 
Defendants Modular Manufacturing, LLC ("Modular") and/or Investors Collaborative, 
LLC ("Investors") Motion for Summary Judgment (the "Motion") came on for hearing on for 
hearing on July 13, 2010 before the Honorable Ernie W. Jones. Christopher S. Hill of Kirton & 
McConkie appeared on behalf of Defendants Modular and Investors; Florence M. Vincent of 
Van Cott Bagley Cornwall & McCarthy appeared on behalf of the Plaintiffs Al and Laura Cea 
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU. 
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
(the "Ceas"). Having reviewed Modular and Investors's joint memoranda in support of the 
Motion and Ceas5 memorandum in opposition, having heard the oral argument of counsel and 
being fully briefed in all matters pertaining hereto, and having issued a memorandum decision on 
August 19, 2010, the Court hereby enters the following conclusions of law and order: 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Based upon the undisputed facts that Investors never made any representations to 
the Ceas, and that any action by Investors was limited to its capacity as a representative of 
Modular, the Court concludes that Investors is not personally liable for the actions of Modular. 
2. Based upon the undisputed facts regarding the content and issuance of the letter 
dated November 12, 2006 (the "Letter') that is the subject of the Ceas's Complaint against 
Modular and Investors, including that the Letter contemplated future contracts, that there was no 
consideration for the Letter, and that the Letter is too indefinite and uncertain in its terms, the 
Court concludes that the Letter does not constitute a contract, agreement or a guaranty. 
3. Based on the undisputed fact that Investors never made any representations to 
Ceas or communicated with the Ceas in any regard, the Court concludes that Investors did not 
commit a fraud or make any misrepresentation (negligent or otherwise) to the Ceas. 
4. Based on the undisputed facts regarding the content and issuance of the Letter and 
in the absence of any evidence to the contrary, the Court concludes that Modular did not commit 
a fraud or make any misrepresentation (negligent or otherwise) to the Ceas. 
2 
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ORDER 
A 
A 
Based upon these conclusions and Modular and Investors^ supporting memoranda, the 
Court hereby: 
1. GRANTS Modular and Investor's Motion for Summary Judgment in its entirety 
and enters a judgment of dismissal in favor of Modular and Investors and against the Ceas, 
dismissing with prejudice Plaintiffs' Seventh Cause of Action (Breach of Contract). Eighth 
Cause of Action (Fraud) and Ninth Cause of Action (Misrepresentation) as to Defendants 
Modular and Investors. 
2. \L±SJ&X&&^*^ to Compel, filed on or about March 31. 
2010, is MOOT. Th€Tiearing on that ip<5tion, which is set for October 26, 2010, is hereby 
stricken. 
A^bstweerrModular and InvesFors Ceas, Modular and Investors are the 
prevailing parties. As such, Modular apd^fnvestors are entitled to an award of their costs 
incurred in this matter pursu^rrfto Rule 54(d)(1) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Modular 
and Investors may^sefve and file their request for costs in accordance with Rule 54(d)(2) within 
five busnj££sf (5) business days after the entry of this order. The amount requested may be done 
jptfitly with Roger Hoffman in a single memorandum of costs. 
DATED this 2 ^ y day of ^ / ^ s ^ J / \ 20 fd. 
BY THE COURT 
HmtOTable Ernie W. Jones 
Second District Court Judge 
3 
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This Order Granting Modular Manufacturing, LLC and Investors 
Collaborative, LLC Motion for Summary Judgment is approved as to form: 
K1RTON & McCONKIE 
By: 
Christopher S. Hill 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Modular Manufacturing, LLC, Investors 
Collaborative, LLC and Roger Hoffman 
VAN COTT BAGLEY CORNWALL & McCARTHY 
By: 
Florence M. Vincent 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
Al and Laura Cea 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the <X\ day of August, 2010,1 caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing [PROPOSED] ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANTS MODULAR 
MANUFACTURING, LLC AND INVESTORS COLLABORATIVE, LLC'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be delivered in the following manner: 
Matthew F. McNulty, 111 
Florence M. Vincent 
VANCOTT, BAGLEY, 
CORNWALL & MCCARTHY 
36 South State Street, #1900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Rick Koerber 
6248 Lone Rock Road 
Highland, UT 84003-3723 
Mike Nyborg 
1478 North Parkway 
Centerville, UT 84014 
Brad C. Smith 
STEVENSON & SMITH, P.C. 
3986 Washington Boulevard 
Ogden,UT 84403 
() U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
(X) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
() Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
'in 
1JAA^ML^ V/JOU^-
13609-0003/4817-7535-1047.1 
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Work in Progress 
Buy - Sel] Agreement 
COMES NOW, Modular Manufacturing, LLC, a Utah limited liability company, 
hereinafter refened to as "Modular" and ATC Marketing, LLC, a Utah limited liability 
company, together with and doing business as American TimberCraft, hereinafter collectively 
refened to as "ATC" and John & Carolie Nipko, agree as follows: 
W I T N E S S 
WHEREAS, ATC is a modular log construction company in Fan West, Utah; and 
WHEREAS ATC presently has manufacturing work m progjess and pending orders, as 
itemized on Exhibit "A" which is ariached hereto and incorporated herein; and 
WHEREAS ATC is desirous of closing its operations and dissolving its business but at 
the same time is desirous of seeing its present work in progress and pending orders completed for 
its customers: and 
WHEREAS, Modular is a log construction company and is desirous of acquiring from 
ATC its work in progress and pending orders along with all related deposits and down payments; 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual terms, covenants and conditions 
hereinafter set forth, the parties agree as follows: 
1) Modular shall acquire from ATC all work in progress and pending orders as 
defined on Exhibit "A." 
2) The established value of that work in progress and pending orders shall be 
f s I ti-y &£\ "C- - Cc *\ ") 4 - ^v£:gH£E^r-> 
3) Upon transfer and in consideration of value received by Modular from ATC's 
transfer of that certain Property to Modular as defined herein, Modular shall 
convey to ATC an interest in Modular as set forth in Modular's Operating 
Agreement (separate document). Said value, as stipulated in Paragraph 2 herein, 
shall be considered the basis for ATC's or assigns Capita) Account as defined in 
Operating Agreement (separate document). 
4) Under the terms of this Agreement, Modular is only acquiring the actuaJ work in 
progress and pending orders as described herein. Modular is not acquiring or 
purchasing the business entity or ATC operation. As such ATC wanants under 
this Agreement that all such work in progress, pending orders and deposits / 
down payments being transfened as described herein, is free and cleaj of any 
liens, encumbrances, debts and the like other than that described in Exhibit t lA." 
5) ATC and John & Carolie Nipko, jointly and severally, hereby hold harmless and 
indemnifies Modular from any and all claims that may be presently asserted 
against ATC and / or Nipko or that may in the future be made against ATC and / 
or Nipko or Modular as a result of any business activities of ATC and / or Nipko 
C0145! 
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prior to the acquisition herein def)ned. Nipko, under this provision for 
indemnification, shall have the first right 10 tender any defense as may be 
required, upon w i n en notice from Modular, which notice Modular shall be 
required to give in such an event. 
6) Liabilities of ATC and / or Nipko shall remain those of A T C and / or N ipko and 
shall not pass through to Modular as a result of the acquisition herein def ined, 
except as specifically provided herein and specifically noted in Exhibit "A . , : 
7) Execution of this Agreement by the parlies hereto shall constitute transfer o f a l l 
work in progress, pending orders and deposits or down payments as def ined 
herein and shall constitute assumption by Modular of A T C liabilities as they m a y 
pertain to that respective work in progress as defined in Exhibit 4lA5: herein. 
Addit ionally, fulfillment of fu l l consideration by Modular to ATC as def ined 
herein shall be considered complete. 
8) ] f ejther party seeks the services of an attorney to enforce any provision of this 
Agreement, the prevailing party m such action shall have the right to collect 
reasonable attorney fees and court costs from the non-prevailing party, both as to 
trial and on appeal. 
9) This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of the respective parties, their heirs, 
assigns, personal representatives and successors in interest. 
10) This Agreement shall be deemed to have been ful ly executed upon the date o f 
final / last signature. 
Executed: 
"ATCg/by John Nipko 
\ 
"ATC" by Carolie Nipko 
Jobn Nipko, aD individual 
\L llhhttft 
Carolie Nipko, an individual 
n h/oc Date 
xhM 'Date cp 
Date 
w/VoL 
1
 Dale 
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^ i o ividir\tniliy, LLU 
Receivable Job Slalus Report 
Contr 
Onoinal 
;d Amount 
Current 
Change Oidei Information Billings and Retamaoes 
Date Number Amount Dale Number Amount 
?16 • Ogden Valley limberiodge 41 Ogden Vallley limberiodge 
506 989.00 506 989.00 
Totals 
11/04/05 
11/73/06 
11/29/05 
12/05/05 
12/13/05 
12/19/05 
12/28/05 
1/04/06 
Chanue Orders 
16? 
163 
164 
165 
166 
174 
Rcpt 
Rcpt 
Rcpt 
Rcpt 
Rcpf 
Rcpt 
Rcpl 
Rcpt 
220 994.00 
46 513.68 
22 837.82 
30 635 68 
16 119.98 
26 229 50 
17 104.00 
21 033.00 
0 00 
0 00 
0.00 
O.OO 
0 00 
0.00 
0.00 
000 
Billed Retained 
10/27/06 
12 55PM 
Receipts 
Retained Received Chert tf 
220 994.00 
46 513.68 
22 837 82 
30 635.88 
16 11998 
26 2?9.50 
17 104.00 
21 033.00 
Received 
11/04/05 
1 V23/05 
11/29/05 
12706/05 
12/13/05 
12/19/05 
12728/05 
1/04/06 
0 00 401 467 86 401 467.86 
Current Contract Amount 506 989.00 
Remaining to be Billed. 105 521.14 
Remaining to be Paid. 105 521.14 
y y ^ K i(vj f ^ f ^ ' ^ i ^ 1 1 ^ " ^ 
: 'Standard Report 
^ of 10/27/06 
216 to 3216 
s are excluded 
Closed Jobs are excluded 
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TC Marketing, LLC 
eceivable Job Status Report 
10/27/06 
12.43PM 
Contract Amount Change Oidei Information Billmoi and Reiamages 
Ongtnal Cunenl Dale Numbe' Amount Date Numbei Amount 
Receipt 
Retimed Received Check a 
i • Timber Creek Duple) 1 
453 342 00 453 342.00 
Totals 
30 limber C ree k D 
6/01/06 
Change Orders 
000 
Cunenl Contrad Amount 
Remaining to be Billed 
Remaining to be Paid: 
uplp> L LC 
165 
Rcpl 
453 342 00 
377 983.00 
377 983.00 
75 359 00 
Billed 
75 359 00 
0 00 
Relumed 
75 359 00 
Received 
75 359 00 
6/01/06 
: 'Standard Report 
35 0/10/27/06 
218 to 3227 
s are exduded 
Closed Jobs are excluded 
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ATC Marketing, LLC 
Receivable Job Status Report 
10/27/06 
12:43PM 
Conl/dd Amounts 
Original Cunenl 
Change OrcJei Information Billings and Retamages 
Dale Numbe/ Arnounl Date Numbei Amouni Retained Received 
Receipt 
Chert * 
219- Dennett Biothen, 44 Doug Dennett 
433 007 00 433 007 00 
Totals Chanoe Orders 
12/30/05 170 
1/23/06 173 
4/20/06 18? 
9/01/06 ?0? 
Rcpt 
Rcpt 
Rcpt 
Rcpt 
r  
29 604.00 
121568 00 
151 172.00 
75 000.00 
Billed 
0.00 
0.00 
o.oo 
0.00 
Retained 
29 604.00 
121 568.00 
151 172.00 
75 000.00 
Recerved 
12/30/05 
1/23/06 
4/20/06 
9/01/06 
0 00 377 344 00 37? 344.00 
Current Cont/Bd Amount 
Remaining to be Billed 
Remaining to be Paid 
433 007 00 
55 663.00 
55 663.00 
it)e: 'Standard Report 
us as of 10/27/06 
n 3218103227 
Jobs are excJuded 
Closed Jobs are excluded 
Page: 
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ATC Marketing, LLC 
Receivable Job Status Report 
10/27/06 
12:4 3PM 
Contract Amount 
Onomal Cunent 
Change Ordei Informabon Billings and Retamages 
Dele Numbei Amount Date Numbe/ Amount 
Receipts 
Retained Received Checfc ft 
>20- Kossin 47 Bruno Kossin 
19 569 00 519 569 00 
10/06/06 0001 
Totals 
0.00 
12/20/05 169 
2/15/06 175 
7/11/06 200 
10/12/06 208 
Rcpl 
Rcpt 
Rcpl 
Rcpt 
Change Orders 
0.00 
66 480.00 
116 710 00 
165 000 00 
45 000.00 
Billed 
383 190.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
000 
Retained 
56 480.00 
116 710.00 
165 000.00 
45 000 00 
Recerved 
383 190 00 
12/20/05 
2/15/06 
6/28/06 
9/22/06 
Cunent Contract Amount 519 569.00 
Remaining to be Billed. 136 379.00 
Remaining to be Paid. 136 379.00 
"Slanda/d Report 
s of 10/27/06 
18 to 3227 
ate excluded 
Closed Jobs are excluded 
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\TC Marketing, LLC 
Receivable Job Stalus Report 
10/27/06 
12:43PM 
Contract Amount. Change Order Information Billings and Retamages Receipt 
Original Cunent Dale Number Amount Dale Number Amount Retained Received Check £ 
'1 Warm Creek • franklin Squires 5? Franklin Squires 
0 00 o.oo 
Totals Change Orders Billed Retained Received 
000 
Cunent Contract Amount 
Remaining to be Billed: 
Remaining to be Paid: 
0.00 
0 00 
0 00 
000 
'Standard Re port 
5 of 10/27/06 
18 to 3227 
are excluded 
Closed Jobs are excluded 
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ATC Marketing, LLC 
Receivable Job Status Report 
10/27/06 
12 43PM 
Centred Amount Change Order Information Eillmgi ano Retamages 
Original Curreni D£te Number Amount Dele Number Amount Retained 
Receipt 
Received Check ff 
22? - Huth 43 Steve Huth 
315 987.00 315 967 00 
lota Is 
12/30/06 171 
3/09/06 
Rcpl 
Rcpl 
Chanoe Oiderb 
3? 185.00 
73 144.00 
Billed 
0 00 
0.00 
Retained 
3? 185.00 
73 144.00 
Received 
12730/05 
3/09/06 
0 00 105 329.00 105 329.00 
Cunent Contract Amount 315 987 00 
Remaining to be Billed 710 656.00 
Remainmo to be Paid ?10 656.00 
tie: 'Standard Report 
s as of 10/27/06 
13218 to 3227 
obs are excluded 
Closed Jobs ate excluded 
Page: 
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ATC Marketing, LLC 
Receivable Job Status Report 
Contact Amount Chsnoe Onjef Information Billings and Retainaoes 
Original Cunent Dale Number Amount Date Number Amount 
?23-Whrte Pine Ranch 47 Whrle Pine Ranch 
664 206.00 854 208.00 
Totals 
1/18/06 
8/01/06 205 
9/21/06 207 
Rcpt 
Rcpt 
Rcpt 
Change Orders 
70 939.00 
50 000.00 
200 000.00 
3illed 
0.00 
0.00 
000 
Retained 
10/27/06 
12.43PM 
Receipt 
Retained Received Check t 
70 939.00 1/18/06 
50 000.00 9/12/06 
200 000.00 9/22/06 
Recurved 
000 320 939.00 320 939.00 
Cunent Contract Amount 854 208 00 
Remaining to be Billed 533 269 00 
Remaining to be Paid 533 269.00 
ifle: 'Standard Report 
is as of 10/27/06 
\ 3218 to 3227 
obs are excluded 
i 
Closed Jobs are excluded 
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\TC Marketing, LLC 
Receivable Job Status Report 
10/27/06 
1?:43PM 
Conoaci Amount Change Order Information Billings and Retainages 
Onginal Current Dale Number Amount Date Number Amount 
Receipt 
Retained Recurved Check t 
H - Nichols 49 Clinton Nichols 
83 348.00 63 348.00 
Totals 
2/27/06 178 
4/04/06 183 
Rcpt 
Rcpt 
Chanoe Orders 
9 000.00 
32 674.00 
Billed 
0.00 
0.00 
Retained 
9 000.00 
32 674.00 
Recerved 
2/27/06 
4/04/06 
0.00 41 674.00 41 674.00 
Current Contract Amount 83 348.00 
Remaining to be Billed: 41 674.00 
Remainmo to be Paid 41 674.00 
: "Standard Report 
is of 10/27/06 
?18lo3227 
5 are excluded 
Closed Jobs are excluded 
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ATC Marketing, LLC 
Receivable Job Status Report 
10/27/06 
12:43PM 
Contract Amount Change Ofdef Information Billings and Retsinages 
Ohomal Cuneni Dale Numbei Arrx)uni Date Number Amount Retained 
Receipts 
Received Chec> t 
725 Grover Shell 50 Clayton Grove/ 
331 53? 00 33153200 
Totals 
2/28/06 177 
4/10/06 181 
Rcpt 
Rcpt 
Change Orders 
30 000.00 
131 766.00 
3il!ed 
0.00 
0.00 
Retained 
30 000.00 3/27/06 
131 766 00 4/10/06 
Received 
0.00 161 766.00 161 766.00 
Cunenf Contract Amount 331 532.00 
Remaining to be Billed: 169 766.00 
Remaining to be Paid 169 766.00 
Tide: 'Standard Report 
tus 35 0(10/27/06 
>m 3218 to 3227 
Jobs are excluded 
Closed Jobs are excluded 
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\TC Marketing, LLC 
Receivable Job Status Report 
10/27/06 
1243PM 
Contract Amount Change Ondei InlomnaDon Billings and Retemaoes 
Original Cunenl Dale Numbei Amouni Date Numbei Amouni Retimed 
Receipts 
Received Check P 
?6-Cea Shell 51 AI& LsursCfa 
344 233.00 344 233.00 
lota Is 
3/23/06 
6/07/06 187 
Rcpt 
Rent 
Change Orders 
34 000.00 
138 116 00 
Billeo 
000 
0 00 
Retained 
34 000.00 
136 116 00 
Recerved 
3/23/06 
6/07/06 
0.( 17? 116.00 17? 11600 
Cunent Contract Amount 344 233.00 
Remaining lo be Billed 17? 117 00 
Remaining IO be Paid: 17? 117.00 
: 'Standard R eport 
35 of 10/27/06 
21810 3227 
s a/e excluded 
Closed Jobs are excluded 
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\TC Marketing, LLC 
Receivable Job Status Report 
10/27/06 
12.43PM 
Contract Amount*. Change Ofder lnlormat)on Billmgs and Retamages 
Ongmal Current Dale Number Arnount Date Number Amount Retained 
Receipt 
Received Checks 
71 - Williford/Richa/dson 
740 458 00 ?40 456.00 
Totals 
54 Wallace Williford 
4/04/06 
8/01/06 
Change Orders 
0 00 
Cunent Contract Arnount 
Remaining lo be Billed 
Remaining to be Paid 
180 
206 
Rcpt 
Rcpt 
240 458 00 
91 944.50 
91 944.50 
18 000 00 
130 513.50 
Billed 
148513.50 
000 
0.00 
Retained 
18 000.00 
130.513.50 
Received 
148 513.50 
4/04/06 
9/12706 
I0tu4-ef»^<a- ~~ 
f l ^ 
fif&T^ 
/JJ- 6 \ ^ "^ 
^i^'H. 
112/1 '7. 
EcV, ire^s 
V6 ?, %c-
/ 
7-^1 y ^ 
- 5 ^ , Zc.?. 
7 lO C^6 
c t ) 
<oO 
no 
/>& 
0 0 
cc 
15<to, V <-• t-t 
rfc/^p> 
itle: 'Standard Report 
JS as of 10/27/06 
n 3218 to 3227 
lobs are excluded 
Closed Jobs are excluded 
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